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Abstract
The present research regards the development of novel nu-
merical methods for the solution of a large class of problems
in the field of generalized thermo-diffusion in visco-elasticity
and in advection-reaction-diffusion systems in incompress-
ible Brinkman flows. Challenges in these complex physico-
mathematical problems regard the strong nonlinearities in-
volved, as well as the presence of dynamical behaviours char-
acterized by very different time scales. To deal with these
problems efficiently, splitting-operator time integration tech-
niques are explored in order to decouple the dynamics of
the various physical phenomena and compared with fully
monolithic strategies. The analysis has played a new incisive
role to make simulations and predictions in many applicative
problems in which a multi-physic approach is needed to cap-
ture fully coupled effects. Applications are the simulation of
the thermo-rheologically complex behaviour of the relaxation
properties of materials with memory, the chemical degrada-
tion process due to aging and moisture diffusion in polymers,
bioconvection in porous media of oxytactic bacteria and fin-
gering instabilities of exothermic fronts in incompressible vis-
cous fluids.
xi
Chapter 1
Introduction and state of
the art
1.1 Splitting methods for coupled multi-field
problems
Time stepping algorithms for coupled problems in multi-physics can be
divided in two classes (Gei11; FA92): (1) Fully monolithic schemes, in
which the time stepping algorithm is applied to the full evolution prob-
lem and in general, if an implicit scheme is applied, they do guaran-
tee unconditional stability of the solution. (2) Staggered schemes, in
which the coupled system is partitioned according to the different cou-
pled fields and each sub-problem is solved separately.
Despite their unconditional stability property, monolithic schemes
can lead to very large non-symmetric systems and do not take advantage
of the different time scales involved in the problem. Staggered schemes
are aimed to circumvent this drawback. On the other hand, operator-
splitting is not always possible, especially if the coupling between the
physical phenomenon described by two or more systems is too strong. In
this case, the monolithic approach is the only possible feasible method.
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Consider an abstract evolution problem of the form:
∂tχ = Aχ (1.1.1)
whereA is a differential linear or nonlinear operator applied to the vector
χ = (χ1,χ2)
T . Suppose that the dynamics can be splitted in a sumAχ =
A1χ1 +A2χ2. The operators A1 and A2 define the sub-problems: ∂tχ1 =
A1χ1 and ∂tχ2 = A2χ2. A straightforward splitting strategy to solve
numerically Eq. (1.1.1) at each time step tn+1 consists in:
1. Given χn at time tn, solve the sub-problem for χn+11 defined by:
χn+11 − χn1
∆t
= A1χ
n+1
1 . (1.1.2)
2. Given χn+11 the solution of (1.1.2), solve the sub-problem for χ
n+1
2
χn+12 − χn2
∆t
= A2χ
n+1
2 . (1.1.3)
Depending on the specific dynamical structure of each sub-problem, suit-
able solvers can be employed, so that they can be joined together to form
the global solution algorithms. Unfortunately, the expense in adopting a
splitting scheme instead of solving the fully monolithic problem is that
this strategy can lead to conditional stability only. In some cases the un-
conditional stability can be obtained as well. As an example, consider
the coupled system of linear thermo-elasticity:
ρ
∂2u
∂t2
− div (Cε(u)− β(T − T0) I) = 0,
ρc
∂T
∂t
+ T0β div
(
∂u
∂t
)
= k∆T,
(1.1.4)
where u is the displacement field, T is the temperature inside the mate-
rial, ρ is the density of the material, C is the linear elasticity tensor, ε is
the strain tensor for small displacements, T0 is the initial temperature, β
is the coupling parameter, c is the heat capacity and k is the thermal con-
ductivity of the material and finally the symbol ∆ stands for the Lapla-
cian operator. Setting the state vector χ = (u˙,u, T )T , the operatior A
2
defining the dynamics is given by:
Aχ =

u˙
1
ρ
div (Cε(u)− β(T − T0) I)
k
c
∆T − β
c
div (u˙)
 . (1.1.5)
The operator A can be splitted in the sum Aχ = A1χ1 +A2χ2, where:
A1χ1 =

u˙
1
ρ
div (Cε(u)− βθ I)
−β
c
div (u˙)
 , A2χ2 =
 00
k
c
∆T
 , (1.1.6)
and this leads to two sub-problems of the form (1.1) to be solved sequen-
tially. Simo and Armero proved in (FA92) that choosing unconditionally
stable algorithms to solve each sub-problem definend by A1 and A2, the
global algorithm is unconditionally stable.
Splitting schemes can be constructed for coupled problems exhibit-
ing multiple time scales (Gei11). As an example, consider a nonlinear
coupled reaction-diffusion problem defined as:
∂u1
∂t
− div (k(u1, u2)∇u1) = 0,
∂u2
∂t
− div
(
1
ε
k(u1, u2)∇u2
)
= 0,
(1.1.7)
where the diffusion matrix is given by:
D(u) =
(
k(u1, u2) 0
0
1
ε
k(u1, u2)
)
,
being ε  1 so that the diffusion process involving u2 (fast dynamics) is
much faster than that of u1 (slow dynamics). In other words, the diffu-
sion process of u2 is almost stationary as compared to u1. The formaliza-
tion of this physical observation leads to the following splitting:
1. Given un1 , solve the stationary problem for the fast variable u
n+1
2 :
− div
(
1
ε
k(un1 , u
n+1
2 )∇un+12
)
= 0 (1.1.8)
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2. Then solve for the problem for the slow variable un+11 :
un+11 − un1
∆t
− div (k(un+11 , un+12 )∇un+11 ) = 0 (1.1.9)
1.2 Thermo-diffusion in visco-elasticity
with applications to photovoltaics
The research activity in the field of visco-elasticity is due to the large scale
utilization of polymeric materials in industial applications. The first part
of this dissertation is focused on studing a class of coupled problems
in the field of generalized thermo-diffusion in visco-elasticity, with par-
ticular focus on photovoltaic (PV) materials. Typical PV modules are
laminates made of a thick glass superstrate, an encapsulating polymer
(usually ethylene vinyl acetate, EVA), a layer of interconnected Silicon
solar cells, another layer of EVA, and finally a polymeric protective back-
sheet. The polymer Ethylene Vinyl Acetate (EVA) is used to encapsu-
late Silicon solar cells and protect them from moisture effects and from
thermo-mechanical loading. In standard qualification tests, PV modules
are exposed to severe ranges of temperatures between 40◦C and 85◦C
and 85% of air humidity, so that an accurate modelling of the thermo-
diffusive behaviour of polymers is needed to efficiently predict the stress
and deformation as well as the diffusion of moisture and the chemical
degradation process inside the material.
The mathematical theory of thermo-elasticity has a long story dat-
ing back from the work of Nowacki (Now86). Afterwards various au-
thors as Gurtin (GFA10) and Sherief (She04) derived governing equa-
tions of generalized thermo-diffusion in which the fields of temperature
and diffusion of matter are coupled with linear elasticity. The mechan-
ical behaviour of polymers is characterized by a relaxation modulus of
power-law type induced by the so called memory effect. In materials
with memeory, the current state of stress not only depends on the cur-
rent time, but on the whole deformation history up to the current time.
Classical Maxwell or Kelvin-Voigt rheological models used so far gen-
erally assume that the relaxation modulus is a sum of several Maxwell
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arms called a Prony series (Bow09). In order to approximate the exper-
imentally observed power-law trend, a huge number of arms (and thus
of model parameters) has to be taken into account. To significantly sim-
plify the task of parameters identification, modelling the visco-elastic be-
haviour via fractional derivatives has been proved to be very effective
(Mai10; MDP13; MDP11).
On the other hand, polymers like EVA display a strong thermo-visco-
elastic constitutive response, with a variation of the elastic modulus of
up to three orders of magnitude depending on temperature.
In treating problems involving polymers, it is a commmon assumption
the so called time-temperature superposition principle (GM10; Chr13).
This principle states that all the relaxation functions at any temperature
T can directly be obtained from the same master curve at base temper-
ature, Tref , shifted in the time axis by a quantity aT . This quantity is a
material parameter and must be determined by fitting from experimen-
tal data (GN94; GM10; Chr13). Unfortunately, for materials like EVA, this
fitting leads to poor results showing that the time-temperature superpo-
sition principle does not apply (PDS+11; EU10). This is due to the fact
that the EVA polymer contains semicristalline parts and its microstruc-
ture changes with temperature, udergoing phase transitions. Those ma-
terials are called thermo-rheologically complex (Bag91). Moreover, the
EVA polymer suffers of thermo-photo-oxidative degradation, due to the
prolonged exposure of photovoltaic (PV) installations to UV light, en-
vironmental agents and the high working temperature of the PV mod-
ule leading to a deterioration of the optical properties of the encapsulant
(yellowing and browning) and to permeability to moisture.
The theory of thermo-visco-elasticity in presence of mass transfer deals
with the dynamics of a linear visco-elastic structure coupled with heat
transfer and the diffusion of a number of chemical species. The cou-
pled system of thermo-diffusion in visco-elasticity takes place inside a
bounded domain Ω ⊂ R3 occupied by the material body in its unde-
formed configuration. Let u = (u1, u2, u3)T , T and c = (c1, . . . , cm)
be respectively the displacement field, temperature and a vector of m
chemical species diffusing inside the volume during the time interval
5
0 ≤ t ≤ tf . The equations of generalized thermo-visco-elastic diffusion
are (cfr. (GFA10; She04; Chr13)):
ρ
∂2u
∂t2
− div(σ) = ρF ,
ρc
∂T
∂t
+ T0β div
(
∂u
∂t
)
+ T0a1 · ∂c
∂t
= k∆T +Q,
∂c
∂t
− div (D∇c) + β∆ div(u) + a2∆T = G,
(1.2.1)
where ρ is the density of the material, F = (F1, F2, F3)T is a body force
vector, c is the heat capacity of the material, β is the thermal stress cou-
pling factor, T0 is the initial temperature, a1,a2 are the coupling vector
between temperature and concentration, k is the thermal conductivity,
Q(c, T ) is the heat generated by chemical reactions, β = (β1, . . . , βm)T is
the coupling vector between concentration and stress ,D is the diffusion
matrix andG(c) = (G1(c), . . . , Gm(c))T is the reaction vector containing
the kinetics of the chemical species.
Assuming that the material is isotropic, the stress tensor is given by
(see (GFA10), (She04), (Chr13)):
σ(c, T ) =
∫ t
0
C (τ(t− s, T )) ε˙(s)ds− (β(T − T0)− β · c)I, (1.2.2)
where ε is the infinitesimal strain tensor, C is the fourth order visco-
elasticity tensor and the function τ(t, T ) is an internal variable depend-
ing on time and temperature and assuming the phisyical dimensions of
a (reduced) time, taking into account relaxation effects on the material
properties due to temperature.
The first two equations in (1.2.1) together with the constitutive rela-
tion (1.2.2) define the dynamics of a thermo-visco-elastic body (She04),
(Chr13). The second and third equations in (1.2.1) represent a coupled
system for temperature and the m diffusing species (moisture, oxygen,
etc.) inside the volume. The generated heat Q(c, T ), the diffusion ma-
trixD(c, T ) and the reaction vectorG(c, T ) depend both on temperature
and the concentration vector c leading to a nonlinear reaction-diffusion
system.
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In all the applications in the sequel of this dissertation, it will be as-
sumed that a1,a2,β ≈ 0, so that the stress tensor is weakely coupled
with the vector c of chemical species. As a result, the first and the third
equations in (1.2.1) are basically uncoupled. The reason for this assump-
tion is that equations in (1.2.1) will be employed in modelling materials
that are typically used as encapsulants in PV modules for preventing
infiltration of moisture ingress from the environment, so that the mass
transfer process does not influence the mechanical deformation of the
body.
An important feature of the problems that are going to be studied in
the first part of this dissertation is that the set of equations (1.2.1) presents
very different time scales. In general, the thermo-mechanical process is
typically much faster than the reaction-diffusion dynamics involving the
chemical species, whose products manifest a significant contribution in
long times scenarios. This physical consideration allows using several
splitting numerical techniques as it will be shown later on.
In Chapter 2, the partial differential equations describing a thermo-
viscoelastic structure are presented in the framework of fractional cal-
culus. Using the theory of Mittag-Leffler special functions (see (Mai10;
RS11)), explicit expressions of the time and temperature dependency of
the material properties characterizing the relaxation behaviour of the
polymer in three dimensions and entering the visco-elasticity tensor C
are derived. Moreover, it will be provided a new constitutive formula-
tion to model thermo-rheological complexity, where the time- tempera-
ture superposition principle does not apply. To this purpose, it will be
defined a new material function τ(t, T ), depending on time and tem-
perature history, taking into account the change in the microstructure
of the polymer caused by temperature variations. The proposed mo-
del, numerically discretized by the Gru¨nwald-Letnikov approximation
(Mai10; RS11; AS02), is implemented within a finite element framework.
Numerical examples are given to show the capability of the numerical
model to represent the relaxation behaviour of material properties of
polymers induced by thermal effects.
In Chapter 3 a computational framework for the simulation of cou-
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pled thermo-diffusive problems in photovoltaic laminates is proposed.
The governing equations describing the thermo-visco-elastic response of
a laminate structure made of linear elastic homogeneous and isotropic
layers separated by polymeric thermo-visco-elastic laminae are derived.
The polymeric layers are modelled using zero-thickness internal inter-
faces with suitable traction-separation relations accounting for the thermo-
visco-elastic properties of EVA (see (RB13)). While the coupled thermo-
mechanical problem takes place in the three-dimensional space of the
laminate, moisture diffusion occurs in a two-dimensional domain repre-
sented by the polymeric layers. A geometrical multi-scale splitting so-
lution strategy is pursued by solving the partial differential equations
governing heat transfer and thermo-elasticity in the three-dimensional
space and the partial differential equation for moisture diffusion in the
two dimensional domain. The thermo-elastic problem, which is much
faster than moisture diffusion, is solved first via a fully implicit solution
scheme in space and time. Temperature T obtained by solving the 3D
thermo-mechanical probem is then used to calculate the diffusivityD(T )
of a 2D diffusion problem for moisture. The application of the proposed
method to photovoltaic modules shows that moisture diffusion with a
temperature dependent diffusivity is a much slower process than in the
case of a constant diffusion coefficient (Kem14).
In Chapter 4 it is introduced a mathematical model to study the degra-
dation process of the EVA polymer from the chemical view-point. This
can be formulated as a reaction-diffusion problem involving temperature
T and a vector of chemical species c of the form:
ρc
∂T
∂t
− k∆T = Q(c, T ),
∂c
∂t
− div (D (c, T )∇c) = G(c, T ).
(1.2.3)
A computational framework based on the finite element method is pro-
posed to simulate the chemical reactions and diffusion processes occur-
ring in Poly(ethylene-co-vinyl acetate) (EVA) due to aging. The derived
finite element procedure, specifically distinguished for the case of envi-
ronmental degradation or accelerated aging, represents a comprehensive
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tool for the prediction of the spatio-temporal evolution of the chemical
species in the encapsulant, and the assessment of the lost of physico-
chemical properties. The method allows to quantitatively compare the
degradation resulting from any environmental condition to that from ac-
celerated aging tests, providing a method to design new testing protocols
tailored for specific climate zones.
1.3 Advection-reaction-diffusion systems
in Brinkman flows
The second part of this thesis deals with the equations describing a sta-
tionary incompressible viscous flow (such as Stokes-Darcy, or Brinkman
equations) coupled with an advection-reaction diffusion systems (JK13a;
HA13; CBW14). A fairly large class of problems in science and engineer-
ing assume such a particular structure, as it is one of the basic forms
of representing systems where physical, biological, and chemical pro-
cesses exhibit a remarkable interaction. Notable examples are the density
fingering of exothermic fronts in Hele-Shaw cells (SK04), where hydro-
dynamic instabilities are strongly influenced by the chemical reactions
taking place at different spatial and temporal scales; convection-driven
Turing patterns generated using Schnackenberg-Darcy models (MM97);
reversible reactive flow and viscous fingering in chromatographic sepa-
ration (HA13; LP94); plankton dynamics (C.L01); forced-convective heat
and mass transfer in fibrous porous materials (CBW14); or the biocon-
vection in porous suspensions of oxytactic bacteria (VA16; HP96; JK13a).
Phenomena of this kind are also relevant in so-called doubly-diffusive
flows (Ac13; JK13b; LP00; QSM16), where convective effects are driven
by two different density gradients having diverse rates of diffusion.
The coupled system of interest takes place in a bounded domain Ω ⊂
R3, It can be derived from basic principles of mass, momentum, and en-
ergy conservation, and it is written in terms of the fluid velocity u =
(u1, . . . , ud)
T , the rescaled vorticity ω (vector (ω1, ω2, ω3)T if d = 3, or
scalar ω if d = 2), the pressure p, and a vector c = (c1, . . . , cm)T of volu-
metric fraction or total dissolved concentration of m distinct substances:
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For a.e. (x, t) ∈ ΩT := Ω× [0, T ],
∂tc+ (u · ∇)c− div(D(c)∇c) = G(c),
σu+
√
µ curlω +∇p = ρF (c),
ω =
√
µ curlu,
divu = 0,
(1.3.1)
where ρ, µ are respectively the fluid density and viscosity, σ is inverse
permeability tensor, F represents the force exerted by the species on the
fluid motion, encoding also external forces, D is a (generally nonlinear)
cross-diffusion matrix, and G contains the reaction kinetics (represent-
ing production and degradation) of the species. The first and second
equations in (1.3.1) are typically called generalized Stokes or Brinkman
problem for a viscous incompressible fluid (see for instance (Gat14)). The
convective term (u · ∇) c is a vector whose components are:
((u · ∇) c)I =
3∑
J=1
uJ
∂cI
∂xJ
, 1 ≤ I ≤ m. (1.3.2)
In Chapter 5 it is presented a partitioned algorithm aimed at extend-
ing the capabilities of existing solvers for the simulation of advection-
diffusion-reaction systems and incompressible flow. The space discretiza-
tion of the governing equations is based on mixed finite element methods
defined over unstructured meshes, whereas the time integration hinges
on an operator splitting strategy that exploits the differences in scales
between the reaction, advection, and diffusion processes, considering
the system as a number of sequentially linked sets of partial differential,
and algebraic equations. The flow solver presents the advantage that all
unknowns in the system (here vorticity, velocity, and pressure) can be
fully decoupled and thus the overall scheme turns out to be very attrac-
tive from the computational perspective. The robustness of the proposed
method is illustrated with a series of numerical tests in 2D and 3D, rele-
vant in the modelling of bacterial bioconvection and Boussinesq systems.
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Chapter 2
Fractional models in
thermo-visco-elasticity
The theory of visco-elasticity deals with the description of materials that
exhibit a combination of elastic (able to recover the original shape after
stress application) and viscous (deformation-preserving after stress re-
moval) behaviour. Quantitative description of such materials involves a
strain-stress relation that depends on time. The classical linearized mo-
del leads to an integro-differential equation in which the elastic stress
tensor σ is a convolution product of the strain ε, which encodes the defor-
mation history of the material up to the current time, with an appropri-
ate memory kernel E(t) (in one dimension), representing the relaxation
mechanism:
σ(t) =
∫ t
0
E(t− s)ε˙(s) ds. (2.0.1)
The visco-elastic response characteristics of a material are determined of-
ten using creep and relaxation tests. In a relaxation test, a constant strain
ε0 is applied quasi-statically to a uniaxial tensile bar at zero time, if a
visco-elastic material (which is usually a polymer) is loaded in the de-
scribed manner, the stress σ needed to maintain the constant strain will
decrease with time exhibiting a typical power-law behaviour. The re-
laxation modulus of the polymer is defined as E(t) = σ(t)/ε0. Another
11
fundamental characterization test for viscoe-lastic materials is the creep
test in which a uniaxial tensile bar is loaded with a constant stress σ0 at
zero time. Again, the load is applied quasi-statically or in such a man-
ner as to avoid inertia effects and the material is assumed to have no
prior history. In this case, the strain ε under the constant load increases
with time and the test defines a new quantity called the creep compliance
J(t) = ε(t)/σ0.
Various mathematical models have been proposed and used to represent
the visco-elastic material functions analytically. The simplest mechani-
cal models for viscoelastic behavior consist of two elements: a spring for
elastic behavior and a damper for viscous behavior. Spring and damper
elements can be combined in a variety of arrangements to produce a sim-
ulated viscoelastic response. Early models due to Maxwell and Kelvin
combine a linear spring in series or in parallel with a Newtonian damper
(see (Bow09)):
k + η
Dσ
Dt
= kη
Dε
Dt
(Maxwell),
σ = kε+ η
Dε
Dt
(Kelvin-Voigt).
Other basic arrangements include the three-parameter solid and the four-
parameter fluid. A more versatile model is obtained by connecting a
number N of Maxwell elements (arms) in series and adding a spring in
parallel, leading to relaxation function of the form of a Prony series:
E(t) = E0 +
n∑
i=1
Ei exp(−t/τi), (2.0.2)
where Ei, τi > 0 are constants to be determined from data. It has to be
pointed out that constants Ei, τi in the Prony series has to be fitted from
real data obtained from realxation tests. This is not a straight forward
task because it involves the solution of a constrained optimization prob-
lem (PDS+11; EU10).
Fractional calculus has been proved to be very effective in modelling
the power-law time-dependency of the relaxation behavior of polymers,
with an easier parameters estimation as compared to generalized Maxwell
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rheological models (MP15; MDP11; EL99). The pioneer in application of
fractional calculus to the analysis of viscoelasticity, as noted by Bagley
and Torvik (Bag91), was Nutting, who established in 1921 that for many
composite materials the relationship between the stress and the defor-
mation is described by an equation of the form:
σ(t) = At−αε(t), 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. (2.0.3)
If the relaxation modulus E(t) in Eq. (2.0.1) is assumed to be a fractional
kernel function depending on parametres A > 0, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 of the type:
E(t) = A t−α/Γ(1− α), (2.0.4)
where Γ(x) is the Euler gamma function. In this case the constitutive
relation (2.0.1) reduces to an elastic spring for α = 0 or to a dashpot
for α = 1, suggesting that visco-elasticity is something in between those
two constituive models. This is the reason why the stress-strain relation
(2.0.1) is usually called a spring-pot element (Koe84; AS02) (see Fig. 1).
The fractional derivative of a function f(t) of order 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is defined
Figure 1: Schematic representation of a spring-pot element for 1 < α < 1.
as (Mai10):
Dαf(t) =
1
Γ(1− α)
∫ t
0
(t− s)−αf˙(s) ds. (2.0.5)
Adopting this notation, the constitutive relation (2.0.1) can be rewritten
in terms of fractional derivative as ((AE03; Koe84; Fab14; DLWZ15)):
σ(t) = ADαε(t). (2.0.6)
In three dimensions the material functions characterizing completely
the response of a visco-elastic solid are the Young modulus E(t), the
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bulk modulus K(t) and the shear modulus G(t). The Young modulus
is considered to be of fractional type (2.0.4) as in (MP15). Following
(HS96), the assumption of constant bulk modulus K(t) ≡ K is made.
This is because polymer materials are known to show a predominant
visco-elastic behaviour in shear deformation rather than in volumetric
expansion. The remaining shear modulus G(t) is found via elastic visco-
elastic correspondence principle and inverse Laplace transform using the
Mittag-Leffler special functions (SMH11).
On the other hand, polymers display a strong thermo-visco-elastic con-
stitutive response, with a variation of the material properties of up to
three orders of magnitude depending on temperature (MP15), (EU10),
(PDS+11). In treating problems involving polymers it is a commmon as-
sumption the so-called time-temperature superposition principle (Bow09;
GM10; FL02; GN94). This principle states that all the material visco-
elastic functions at any temperature T can directly be obtained from the
same curve, the so-called mastercurve, at base temperature Tref shifted
in the time axis by a quantity aT . This quantity is a material parame-
ter and must be determined by fitting from experimental data. Unfor-
tunately, for a large class of materials this fitting leads to poor results
showing that the time-temperature superposition principle does not ap-
ply (EU10; PDS+11). Those materials are called thermo-rheologically
complex (EL99), (GM10).
Later on in this Chapter it will be provided a new constitutive formula-
tion to model thermo-rheological complexity, where the time-temperature
superposition principle is substitued by a new material function τ(t, T ),
dependending on time and temperature history, taking into account the
change in the microstructure of the polymer caused by temperature vari-
ations which is responsable of the shifting of the material function.
2.1 Constitutive equations in three dimensions
Let us consider a material occupying a region R ⊂ R3 in the three-
dimensional space. Let uI(x1, x2, x3, t), 1 ≤ I ≤ 3 be the components
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of the displacement field. Let:
εIJ =
1
2
(
∂uI
∂xJ
+
∂uJ
∂xI
)
, 1 ≤ I, J ≤ 3 (2.1.1)
be the infinitesimal strain tensor. It is typical of polymers to show a visco-
elastic behavior mostly in shear rather than in dilatation. Assume that
the material is isotropic, then decomposing the overall stress tensor σIJ
into its deviatoric and hydrostatic parts, a visco-elastic behavior only for
the deviatoric part it is considered. The split of the stress tensor σIJ
reads:
SIJ(t) = 2
∫ t
0
G(t− s)∂eIJ(s)
∂t
ds, σJJ(t) = 3KεJJ (2.1.2)
where SIJ = σIJ − σKKδIJ/ 3 and eIJ = εIJ − εKKδIJ/ 3 are the de-
viatoric components of the stress and strain tensors, G(t) is the shear
modulus and K(t) ≡ K is the constant bulk modulus. The visco-elastic
constitutive model (2.1.2) is of Kelvin-Voigt type.
In the solution of the three-dimensional visco-elastic problem, it is
necessary to know the actual mathematical expression of the three ma-
terial functions, the shear, bulk and Young modulus G,K,E and their
dependency on time. Following (MP15), a Young modulus of fractional
type is considered:
E(t) = A t−α/Γ(1− α), 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. (2.1.3)
Given the espression of the Young modulusE(t), an explicit time-dependency
of the shear modulus G(t) is now obtained.
Let f be a function and denote with L[f ] its Laplace transform. The
s-multiplied Laplace transform given by s · L[f ] is denoted as f∗(s).
The elastic-viscoelastic correspondence principle (Bri08) states that, in
the Laplace domain, the shear modulus is given by:
G
∗
(s) =
3E
∗
(s)K
∗
(s)
9K(s)− E∗(s) , (2.1.4)
Then, because K(t) ≡ K and E(t) is given by (2.1.3), in the Laplace
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domain K
∗
(s) = K/s and E
∗
(s) = A sα−1. Substituting these espres-
sions in Eq. (2.1.4) and taking the inverse Laplace transform, leads to:
G(t)/3 = −Eα [−9Ktα/A] (2.1.5)
where:
Eα[x] =
∞∑
k=0
xk
Γ(αk + 1)
(2.1.6)
is the Mittag-Leffler special function of order α (see (Mai10), (SMH11)).
Since this function does not have a closed-form expression, for numerical
purposes the asymptotic approximation is introduced:
Eα[−λt−α] ≈

1− λ t
α
Γ(1 + α)
, t→ 0+,
t−α
λ Γ(1− α) , t→ +∞,
(2.1.7)
valid for any λ. From this expression (2.1.7) the formula found by Pipkin
in (Pip12) is recovered:
G(t) ≈ E(t)/3, t→ +∞, (2.1.8)
which will be used in the sequel as the expression for the time-dependent
shear modulus.
2.2 Limits of applicability of the t-t superposi-
tion principle
In treating problems involving polymers, the so-called time-temperature
superposition principle is a commmon assumption. This principle states
that all the relaxation functions E(t, T ), G(t, T ) and K(t, T ) at any tem-
perature T can directly be obtained from the material functions at base
temperature Tref , by replacing the current time t with a shift function
aT , which is a material property of the material and must, in general, be
determined experimentally (GN94; Chr13; KF12):
E(t, T ) = E(t/aT , Tref ). (2.2.1)
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This is equivalent to say that, for any fixed temperature T , the relaxation
curve t 7→ E(t, T ) is obtained from the same master curve at a base tem-
perature Tref , shifted along the horizontal axis by a quantity aT in a log
time scale. The shift factor aT is usually described by the WLF (Williams-
Landel-Ferry) equation (FW52; Voi14):
log (aT ) =
−C1(T − Tg)
C2 + (T − Tg) , (2.2.2)
where C1, C2 are constants and Tg is the glass transition temperature.
Espression (2.2.2) is known to be valid only for T > Tg .
Materials where the shifting results in a satisfactory mastercurve are
called thermo-rheologically simple. Unfortunately, this is not the case
for materials like EVA (Ethylene-Vynil-Acetate), which is a copolymer
containing semicrystalline parts and whose microstructure changes with
temperature, udergoing several phase transitions (UE11),(MP15) . Those
materials are called thermo-rheologically complex (Bag91).
The relaxation curves of the Young modulusE(t, T ) for Ethylen-Vynil-
Acetate (EVA) at different temperatures in a log-log scale are shown in
Fig. 2 (a) (MP15; PDS+11). It can be noticed that the straight lines have
different slopes in the temperature range under consideration, so that an
horizontal shifting of the material function E(t, T ) for different temper-
atures T does not result in a satisfactory overlap. This result suggests
that the shift factor aT for the EVA material, as assumed by the time-
temperature principle and described by (2.2.2), is not well defined. This
point is confirmed looking at Figure 2(b) where the fitting of the shift
factor (2.2.2) for Ethylene-Vynil-Acetate taken from (UE11) shows very
poor result.
From this considerations it is evident that the time-temperature su-
perposition principle does not apply for materials like EVA.
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(a) Young modulus E(t, T )
(b) Shift factor aT
Figure 2: (a) Plots over time in a log-log scale of the Young modulusE(t, T )
obtained from relaxation tests at different temperatures in a range between
−35◦C and 139◦C. (b) Fitting of the shift factor aT (continuous line) for
EVA (Etylen-Vynil-Acetate) using the WLF equation (2.2.2) (dot line).
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2.3 A new model for thermo-rheological com-
plexity
Following (MP15) a temperature dependency of the Young modulus is
assumed as:
E(t, T ) = A(T )t−α(T )/ Γ(1− α(T )), (2.3.1)
where the material parameters 0 ≤ α(T ) ≤ 1 and A(T ) ≥ 0 are now tem-
perature dependent. Functions α(T ) and A(T ) can be determined from
Eq. (2.3.1), fitting data from uniaxial relaxation tests conducted for differ-
ent temperatures. Using the asymptotic representation of the shear mod-
ulus as in (2.1.8) and (2.3.1) and substituing it in the first line of (2.1.2),
leads to the following integral, describing the relaxation behavior of the
material properties induced by thermal effects:
A(T )
Γ(1− α(T ))
∫ t
0
(t− s)−α(T ) ∂eIJ
∂t
(s) ds. (2.3.2)
This espression is not convenient for applications because both α(T ) and
A(T ) change continuously with temperature T and time t during the pro-
cess, while we want to find an espression similar to (2.3.2) but having
constant values of α and A as long as the internal micro-stucture of the
polymer remains the same.
To this purpose a thermal material clock function is defined and an
espression similar to (2.3.2), which is suitable for applications, is intro-
duced.
Consider an arbitrary temperature history T (t), depending on the
thermo-visco-elastic process, let δ > 0 be a given threshold. Let τ =
τ(t, T ) be a function which is always smaller or equal to the current time
t, which has the role of monitoring the temperature history inside the
material. This function is nothing but a counter taking discrete values
0 = τ0, . . . , τk, . . . , that ticks when the temperature variation exceeds the
threshold δ. At the beginning of the process τ = τ0 = 0 and it remains
zero untill the temperature variation inside the material does not exceeds
δ. After that moment, the clock ticks and τ is set equal to a new value
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τ = τ1. In general, during the evolution of the process, there can be sev-
eral of those temperature jumps, so that the value τ(t, T ) at any time t is
defined recursively as:{
τ0 = 0
τk = infτk−1≤t′≤t {|T (t′)− T (τk−1)| > δ} .
(2.3.3)
Consider the reduced time defined as: τ(t, T ) = τkχ[τk,t)(t), where χ(a,b)
is the indicator function of interval (a, b). The function τ(t, T ) is a step
function constant inside each interval [τk−1, τk]. Define the modified
material functions Aτ = A(T (τ)) = A(τk)χ[τk,t) and α
τ = α(T (τ)) =
α(τk)χ[τk,t) which are constants inside each interval [τk−1, τk]. The mod-
ified relaxation kernel gτA,α(t) is defined as:
gτA,α(t) = A
τ (t− τ)−ατ /Γ(1− ατ ). (2.3.4)
This physical observation suggests that the correct formulation of the
thermo-visco-elastic relaxation process (2.3.2) is well described by the
following fractional-thermal derivative:
D(Aτ , ατ , eIJ)(t) =
∫ t
0
gτA,α(t− s)e˙IJ(s) ds (2.3.5)
Formula (2.3.5) basically says that when the variation of temperature in-
side the material exceeds the given threshold δ and the thermal clock
τ = τk ticks, the relaxation process is shifted backwards in time of a quan-
tity t − τk and restarts with new parameters evaluated at α(T (τk)) and
A(T (τk)) for all subsequent times (see Fig. 2.3 ). This is because the ma-
terial has experienced a phase transition and temperature has affected so
significantely its internal microstructure to change dramatically its mate-
rial properties. Using equation (2.1.2) and the approximation of the shear
modulus in (2.1.8), the relaxation process for a thermo-rheologically com-
plex material can be written as:
SIJ(t) =
2
3
∫ t
0
gτA,α(t− s)e˙IJ(s) ds =
2
3
D(Aτ , ατ , eIJ)(t). (2.3.6)
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of the relaxation process of the material
functionE(t, T ) depending on the thermal history in a thermo-rheologically
complex material.
Notice that if the process is adiabatic, i.e. the temperature T (t) re-
mains constant equal to the initial temperature T0, during the time inter-
val [0, tf ], then ατ ≡ α(T0) ≡ α and Aτ ≡ A(T0) ≡ A are constants, the
thermal clock is τ(t) ≡ 0, so that D(Aτ , ατ , eIJ)(t) reduces to the usual
fractional derivative:
ADαeIJ(t) =
A
Γ(1− α)
∫ t
0
(t− s)−αe˙IJ(s) ds. (2.3.7)
As a concluding remark, the problem of defineing a reasonable way
to estimate the threshold δ is adressed. This parameter defines a tem-
perature interval in which the material properties A and α are constants.
Looking at Fig. 2(a) it can be noticed that the slopes of the straight lines
are the same in different temperature intervals, i.e., in [−135◦C,−28◦C],
[−18◦C, 20◦C], [40◦C, 139◦C]. Each of those class of temperature inter-
vals identify different values of α and A and a threshold δ can be defined
accordingly.
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2.4 Strong formulation of the coupled thermo-
visco-elastic problem
Consider formulae (2.1.2) and (2.3.6) adding thermal effects, we can write
the deviatoric and hydrostatic parts of the stress tensor as:
SIJ(t, T ) =
2
3
D(Aτ , ατ , eIJ)(t), (2.4.1)
σJJ(t, T ) = 3KεJJ − 3β(T − T0), (2.4.2)
where β is the coupling thermal stress factor and T0 is the initial temper-
taure inside the material. Accordingly, the overall stress tensor is given
by:
σIJ(t, T ) =
2
3
D(Aτ , ατ , eIJ)(t) + (KεJJ − β(T − T0)) δIJ . (2.4.3)
The balance of linear momentum takes the form:
ρ
∂2uI
∂t2
− σIJ,J = 0, in R× [0, tf ], 1 ≤ I ≤ 3, (2.4.4)
where ρ is the density of the material. As far as we concern the heat
conduction process, the standard Fourier law is assumed for the heat
flux qI :
qI = −k ∂T
∂xI
, 1 ≤ I ≤ 3 (2.4.5)
where k is the thermal conductivity. Accordingly, the heat conduction
equation reads:
k∇2T = ρc∂T
∂t
+ βT0
∂εKK
∂t
, in R× [0, tf ], 1 ≤ I ≤ 3, (2.4.6)
where c is the thermal conductivity of the material. Equations (2.4.4) and
(2.4.6) represent the system of coupled linear thermo-viscoelasticity (see
(KM12), (EEB15)).
2.5 Weak formulation
The weak form corresponding to the equation of linear momentum (2.4.4)
is derived by multiplying it by a virtual displacement δvI and integrat-
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ing the result on the domain R. Applying the divergence theorem, we
obtain:∫
R
ρ
∂2uI
∂t2
δvI dV +
∫
R
KεKKδεIJδIJ dV +
∫
R
2
3
D(Aτ , ατ )eIJδεIJ dV−∫
R
βδεIJδIJ(T − T0) dV =
∫
∂NRu
tIδvI dA,
(2.5.1)
where the last integral takes into account the traction tI imposed on
∂NR
u the Neumann part of the domain. Analogously, the weak form
corresponding to the heat conduction partial differential equation (2.4.6)
is obtained by multiplying it for a test function δT and integrating the
result over R:∫
R
k
∂T
∂xI
∂δT
∂xI
dV +
∫
R
ρc
∂T
∂t
δT dV +
∫
R
βT0
∂εIJ
∂t
δIJδT dV+∫
∂NRθ
qnδT dA = 0,
(2.5.2)
where the qn is the imposed normal heat flux ∂T/∂n = qn imposed on
the Neumann part of the domain ∂NRθ.
2.6 Finite element formulation
Consider a decomposition of the domain R into a finite number of ele-
ments and let {Φk(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3)}Nek=1 a basis of shape functions in a reference
coordinate system −1 ≤ ξ1, ξ2, ξ3 ≤ +1. At the element level, the dis-
placement components and temperature are interpolated as:
uI(x1, x2, x3, t) =
Ne∑
k=1
Φk(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3)UkI(t), 1 ≤ I ≤ 3 (2.6.1)
T (x1, x2, x3, t)− T0(x1, x2, x3) =
Ne∑
k=1
Φk(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3)Θk(t). (2.6.2)
Setting nodal displacement and temperature vectors as:
{Ue} = (U11, U12, U13, . . . , U1Ne , U2Ne , U3Ne)T
{Θe} = (Θ1, . . . ,ΘNe)T
(2.6.3)
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after substituing those expressions into the weak forms, the discretized
weak forms become:∑
e
{δUe}T[Muue ]
D2{Ue}
Dt2
+
∑
e
{δUe}T[Kuue ]{Ue}+∑
e
{δUe}T[Guθe ]D(Aτ , ατ ){Ue}+
∑
e
{δUe}T[Cuθe ]{Θe} =∑
e
{δUe}T{T¯ue },
∑
e
{δΘe}T[Kθθe ]{Θe}+
∑
e
{δΘe}T[Cuθe ]
D{Θe}
Dt
+
∑
e
{δΘe}T[Cuθe ]
D{Ue}
Dt
+
∑
e
{δΘe}T{Q¯θe} = 0.
If we adopt a fully monolithic approach to solve the coupled thermo-
visco-elasticity problem, the generalized displacement vector is:
{∆e} = (U11, U12, U13,Θ1, . . . , U1Ne , U2Ne , U3Ne ,ΘNe)T , (2.6.4)
then discretizing the time interval [0, tf ] into 0 = t0 ≤ · · · ≤ tn ≤ tN = tf
where tn+1 = tn + ∆t the fully monolithic system of equations is:
[M ]
D2
Dt2
{∆}n+1 + [C] D
Dt
{∆}n+1 + [G]D(Aτ , ατ ){∆}n+1+
[K]{∆}n+1 = {F}n+1
(2.6.5)
where the global matrices and vectors result from the usual assembling
of matrices at the element level. [M ] is the mass matrix, [C] is the cou-
pling thermo-mechanical matrix, [G] and [K] are the shear and bulk ma-
trices and {F}n+1 is the load vector.
2.7 Gru¨nwald-Letnikov approximation
The problem of approximating the fractional derivativeD(Aτ , ατ ){∆}n+1
is now adressed. Let f(t) be a function defined in an interval [0, T ] and let
0 = t0 ≤ · · · ≤ tn ≤ tN = T be a partition of [0, T ], where tn+1 = tn + ∆t.
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Racalling the so called Gru¨nwald-Letnikov approximation of the frac-
tional derivative Dαf(tn+1) of order 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 of a f function (see also
(AS02) (RS11), (Mai10), (MDP11), (WS01)):
Dαf(tn+1) ≈(∆t)−α
n∑
j=0
cj+1(α)f(t
n+1−j) =
(∆t)−α
(
f(t1), . . . , f(tn+1)
) cn+1(α)...
c1(α)
 , (2.7.1)
where the coefficients cj(α) are defined by the recursive formula:
cj(α) =

(j − 1− α)
j
cj−1(α) if j > 1
1 if j = 1.
Coefficients (2.7) have the properties that cj(α) < cj+1(α) < 0 for j > 1
and limj→∞ cj(α) = 0. Notice that the dimensions of vectors in (2.7.1)
are increasing with n. Each value f(tn) up to time tn+1 is contribuing
to the final value of Dαf(tn+1), but the influence of the coefficients is
weaker in the past rather than in the present and the initial value f(t0) is
multiplied by cn+1(α), which is tending to zero as n grows. This property
of the Gru¨nwald-Letnikov approximation is called memory effect.
With this set up the fractional-thermal derivativeD(Aτ , ατ ){∆}n+1 is
approximated as:
D(Aτ , ατ ){∆}n+1 ≈ A(Tm)∆t−α(Tm) ({∆}n+1 + FmT {∆}n) (2.7.2)
where m ≤ n is an history variable depending on the current time tn and
temperature Tn, taking values m0 < m1 < · · · < mk, defined recursively
as m0 = 0 and:
mk =
{
mk−1 if |Tn − Tn−1| < δ,
n otherwise,
and the operatorFmT {∆}n, collecting the displacement history up to time
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n, is given by:
FmT {∆}n =

n∑
j=m
cn+2−j(α(Tm)){∆}j , if m < n
{0}, if m = n.
(2.7.3)
Notice that the last term in the sum (2.7.3) is c2(α(Tm)){∆}n, because
c1(α(T
m)) = 1 is associated to the unknown vector {∆}n+1. When the
process begins the sum starts to pile up following the Gu¨nwald approxi-
mation with material functionsA(T 0) and α(T 0) evaluated at the starting
temperature T 0, untill the condition |Tn − Tn−1| > δ is verified. After
that moment, m is setted equal to n and the process restarts with new
material parameters A(Tn) and α(Tn).
When the process is adiabatic, i.e. the temperature is constant during
time, thenm = 0 for all tn andA = A(T 0), α = α(T 0), so that the approx-
imation of the thermal-fractional derivativeD(Aτ , ατ ){∆}n+1 reduces to
ADα{∆}n+1 the usual Gu¨nwald-Letnikov approximation, namely:
ADα{∆}n+1 ≈ A(∆t)−α [{∆}1| . . . |{∆}n+1]
 cn+1(α)...
c1(α)
 . (2.7.4)
It is evident that the displacement history must be stored in a matrix that
is increasing in the number of columns and represents the memory of the
material.
2.8 Temporal discretization
Substituing the approximation of the fractional-thermal derivative given
in (2.7.2) and (2.7.3) in (2.6.5) at time tn+1 we obtain:
[M ]
D2{∆}n+1
Dt2
+ [C]
D{∆}n+1
Dt
+ [K]m{∆}n+1 = {F}n+1 − {FV }m,
(2.8.1)
where the modified stiffness matrix is:
[K]m = (∆t)−α(T
m)[G] + [K],
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and the additional visco-elastic load vector is:
{FV }m = A(Tm)(∆t)−α(Tm)[G]FmT {∆}n.
The effect of {FV }m is that of an additional forcing term containing the
memory effect of the material and changes in temperature history stored
in the thermal history variable m.
The Newmark β-γ method can now be employed to approximate the
first and second order time derivatives in (2.8.1):
D2{∆}n+1
Dt2
=
1
β∆t2
({∆}n − {∆}n−1)− 1
β∆t
D{∆}n+1
Dt
−(
1
2β
− 1
)
D2{∆}n−1
Dt2
D{∆}n+1
Dt
=
D{∆}n
Dt
+ ∆t
(
(1− γ)D
2{∆}n−1
Dt2
+ γ
D2{∆}n
Dt2
)
.
For values α = 1/2 and β = 1/4 this method is known to be uncondi-
tionally stable.
In the case of adiabatic process, m ≡ 0 and α,A are independent of
Tn then the modified stiffness matrix for the pure visco-elastic problem
has the form: [K] = (∆t)−α[G]+[K] and the additional visco-elastic load
vector {FV }n is given by:
{FV }n = A(∆t)−α[G]
 n∑
j=1
cj+1(α){∆}n+1−j
 , (2.8.2)
the resulting discretized problem for the displacement {U}n+1 without
thermal effects is:
[M ]
D2{U}n+1
Dt2
+ [K]{U}n+1 = {F}n+1 − {FV }m, (2.8.3)
where the thermo-elasticity coupling matrix [C] is zero. Note that (2.8.3)
is nothing but a modified linear elastic problem.
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2.9 Numerical experiments
In this section several experiments in one and two dimensions are con-
sidered to test the thermo-visco-elastic model introduced in previous sec-
tions.
2.9.1 Free vibrations of a visco-elastic rod
Consider the problem of finding the vertical displacement u(x) of a one
dimensional visco-elastic vibrating rod clamped at the ends u(0) = u(L) =
0 and subjected to an initial sinusoidal prerturbation u0(x) = sin (pix) at
time t = 0 and then left free to its own vibration without any exter-
nal force or traction imposed. The motion of the rod is governed by the
equation (2.9.1) to be solved in space 0 ≤ x ≤ L and time 0 ≤ t ≤ tf :
ρutt − ∂
∂x
(
A
Γ(1− α)
∫ t
0
(t− s)−αuxt(s) ds
)
= 0, (2.9.1)
where ρ is the density of the rod and A > 0 and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 are visco-
elastic material parameters. Notice that for α = 0 this problem reduces
to the usual wave equation in one dimension for a linear elastic rod:
ρutt −Auxx = 0. (2.9.2)
In the case α = 0, the mechanical energy of the system is:
E(t) =
1
2
∫ L
0
[
ρ
(
∂u
∂t
)2
+A
(
∂u
∂x
)2]
dx. (2.9.3)
A global property of the solution of this problem when α = 0 is that
E˙(t) = 0, i.e. the mechanical energy is conserved. Every numerical
method applied to solve the problem (2.9.1) must be able to represent
this global property of the solution in the linear elastic limit α = 0. Let
h = 1/25 be the spatial mesh size, N = 100 the number of vertices of
the mesh and {Φa(x)}Na=1 a basis of linear triangular lagrangian shape
functions then the global mass matrix [M ] ∈ RN×N and stiffness matrix
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[K] ∈ RN×N are explicitely given by the tridiagonal matrices:
[M ] = ρ

2h
3
h
6
. . . 0
h
6
2h
3
. . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . .
2h
3

, [K] = A

2
h
− 1
h
. . . 0
− 1
h
2
h
. . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . .
2
h

,
(2.9.4)
leading to the differential system for the nodal displacement vector {U} =
(U1, . . . , UN )
T :
[M ]
D2{U}
Dt2
+ [K]Dα{U} = {0}. (2.9.5)
In Figure 5 is shown the evolution in space and time of the numerical
solution of the equation (2.9.1) for ρ = A = 1, L = 5, tf = 4 and for two
different values α = 0 and α = 0.3 using the Newmark method β = 1/2
γ = 1/4 and a time-step ∆t = 1/200. Figure 4 shows the evolution
over time of the solution u(1/2, t). In the visco-elastic case α = 0.3 the
Figure 4: Temporal evolution of the vertical displacement in problem (2.9.1)
u(1/2, t) for α = 0 (continuous line) and α = 0.3 (dashed line).
Gru¨nwald-Letnikov approximation of the fractional derivativeDα{U} is
used, this leads to the formation of a pseudo-load vector {F}n which rep-
resents the dislacement history up to the current time. This residual load
vector has the effect of dissipating the mechanical energy of the system,
according to the memeory effect of the material.
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(a) Plot of u(x, t) for α = 0.3
(b) Plot of u(x, t) for α = 0
Figure 5: Numerical solutions in space and time of the 1 dimensional visco-
elastic wave equation (2.9.1) for different values of the fractional exponent
α. For α = 0 (linear elastic limit) the mechanical energy is conserved, while
it is dissipated in the visco-elastic case α = 0.3.
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2.9.2 Dynamical response of a visco-elastic beam
Consider the dynamic response of a visco-elastic beam in a state of plane
strain occupying a region Ω = [0, L] × [0, H] in the undeformed config-
uration, clamped on later sides at x = 0 and x = L and subjected to a
traction vector t = (0,−10)T applied at the bottom side of the rectangle
∂ΩB . The problem in strong form can be written as: Find the displace-
ment field u = (ux, uy)T such that:

ρ
∂2u
∂t2
− div (σ(u)) = 0 in Ω× [0, T ]
u = 0 in ΓD × (0, T ]
σT (u)n = t in ΓN × [0, T ]
u(0) = 0, u˙(0) = 0 in Ω
(2.9.6)
where n is the outward unit normal vector to ∂Ω and t assigned surface
traction. The stress σ = (σx, σy, σxy)T and strain ε = (εx, εy, εxy)T are
related as:
σ(u) = AGDαε(u(t)) +KIε(u), (2.9.7)
where matrices G and I are given by:
G =

4
3
−2
3
0
−2
3
4
3
0
0 0 0
 , I =
1 1 01 1 0
0 0 0
 .
The material parameters for the simulations are L = 10, H = 2, ρ = 10,
K = 1000, A = 100. The solution of this problem has been computed
numerically for different values of α = {0.1, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07}. The vari-
ational formulation of the problem, using the Gru¨newald-Letnikov ap-
proximation of the fractional derivative and a simple central difference
scheme for the second order time derivative is as follows. Given un−1
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and un, find un+1 such that for all test function v:
∫
Ω
un+1 − 2un − un−1
∆t2
· v +
∫
Ω
(
(∆t)−αAG+K I
)
ε(un+1) : ε(v) =
∫
∂ΩB
t · v − (∆t)−α
∫
Ω
AG
 n∑
j=1
cj+1(α)ε(u
n+1−j)
 : ε(v)
(2.9.8)
For a small time-step ∆t = 0.02 the central difference scheme is stable.
Snapshots of the displacement field are shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6: Displacement field u = (u1, u2)T and deformed mesh at times
t = 1 and t = 2.5.
In Figure 7 is reported the dynamical response of the vertical compo-
nent uy of the displacement field over time of the point (L/2, H/2) in the
undeformed configuration. As α increases, leaving the linear elastic limit
α = 0, the oscillations are damped and the relaxation is faster.
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Figure 7: Plot over time of the dynamical reponse of the vertical displace-
ment uy(L/2, H/2, t) for different values of α = {0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07}.
2.9.3 Creep and Creep-recovery test
One of the fundamental methods used to characterize the visco-elastic
time-dependent behavior of a polymer is the creep test. In a creep test,
a constant stress σ0 is applied quasi-statically to a uniaxial tensile bar at
zero time and held constant, as shown in Fig. 8.
Figure 8: Schematic representation of a creep test.
The strain, under the constant load, increases with time up to a con-
stant value ε0. A specimen of size H × L is clamped on the bottom side
and a traction F = (0, 160)T is applied on the top of the beam setting
σ0 = |F|. The inertia of the beam is neglected. Parametres for the sim-
ulation are H = 0.02, L = 0.06, A = 10, K = 100. Different values of
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the fractional exponent are considered: α = {0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04}. Fig.
9(a) shows the strain response to a creep test. An equally important task
of a constant stress test is to understand the resulting strain variation if
the stress is removed. In this case the traction F is suddenly removed
after a certain period. Results of the strain corresponding to the creep
test recovey are shown in Fig. 9(b) for different values of the fractional
exponent α.
(a) Strain εy in a creep test.
(b) Strain εy in a creep recovery test.
Figure 9: Numerical results of the creep and creep recovery test for different
values of α.
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2.9.4 Temperature behavior of the relaxation modulus
The variation of modulus with temperature can be determined from re-
laxation tests conducted at different constant temperatures. Material pa-
rameters for the numerical simulation at different temperatures α(T ) and
A(T ) are taken from (MP15) and are reported in Table 2:
Table 1: Material parameters for the rlaxation test
Temperature
T (◦C)
α(T ) A(T ) (sα)
-35 0.226 814.7
-18 0.1015 52
0 0.05566 23
20 0.04227 11.04
40 0.07417 4.668
49 0.08634 4.116
60 0.06542 1.544
In the numerical experiment a specimen of lateral size L = 0.02m and
vertical size H = 0.06m is subjected to a constant traction σ0 = 200 N on
the top size of the specimen. During the process the temperature is held
constant. The Young modulus is:
E(t) = σ0/εy(t). (2.9.9)
Since this process is adiabatic we used the Gru¨nwald-Letnikov approx-
imation of the fractional derivative with constant coefficients α and A.
Results of the relaxation curves obtained numerically are reported in Fig.
10 and are in good agreement with the experimental ones in 2 (a).
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Figure 10: Numerical evaluation from relaxation tests of the relaxation be-
havior of the Young modulus at different temperatures T between −35◦C
and 60◦C.
2.9.5 Coupled thermo-visco-elastic problem
As last example we consider a problem of coupled thermo-visco-elasticity.
Let [0, 1] × [0, 1] be a square domain occupied in its undeformed config-
uration by a visco-elastic material in a state of plane strain. The dis-
placement u = (ux, uy)T is such that ux is zero on the right hand side.
Loading is provided by a transient thermal analysis in which the left side
has a specified temperature Tleft = 1 suddenly applied at time zero and
held constant. The governing equations to be solved in Ω× [0, T ] is given
by:
ρc
∂T
∂t
+ T0β div
(
∂u
∂t
)
= k∆T
−div(σ(u, T )) = 0
(2.9.10)
where σ is the thermal stress:
σ(u, T ) = GD(Aτ , ατ , ε(u))(t) +KIε(u)− β1(T − T0), (2.9.11)
where D(Aτ , ατ , ε(u))(t) is the fractional-thermal derivative describing
the relaxation behavior induced by heat conduction defined in (2.3.6), 1
is the vector (1, 1, 0)T and G, I are matrices introduced in (2.9.2). Param-
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eters used in the simulation are:
T0 = 0.1, β = 0.25, k = 10, c = 1, ρ = 10,K = 300.
The material functions A(T ) and α(T ) are fitted from (MP15) as:
A(T ) =
{
40.773 exp(−0.056T ), if T ≤ 49◦C
4.9444 exp(−0.015T ), if T > 49◦C
α(T ) =

3× 10−9T 4 − 7× 10−7T 3 + 7× 10−5T 2
−0.0014× T + 0.0513, if T ≤ 49◦C
−1× 10−7T 3 + 4× 10−5T 2
−0.005× T + 0.2435, if T > 49◦C
(2.9.12)
and their plots are reported in Figure 11. The singularity at T ≈ 49◦C
shows that, crossing this value, the material exibits a phase transition.
The parameter δ is chosen to be equal to 0.1 We consider a quasi-static
(a) Plot of A(T ). (b) Plot of α(T ).
Figure 11: Material functions A(T ) and α(T ) resulting from best fitting and
used in the simulation.
case for the mechanical part and employ an Euler backward scheme for
the thermal part in which ∆t = 0.005. We can use a splitting technique to
solve this problem dividing each temporal solution phase into a purely
visco-elastic phase and into a thermal phase. (1) Given temperature Tn
at time tn, let mk ≤ n be the current value of the thermal clock. The
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visco-elastic problem consists in: Find the displacement un+1, such that
for all virtual displacement v is satisfied∫
Ω
(
(∆t)−α(T
mk )A(Tmk)G+K I
)
ε(un+1) : ε(v) =
∫
Ω
βTn div v−
(∆t)−α
∫
Ω
A(Tmk)G
 n∑
j=mk
cn+2−j(α(Tmk))ε(uj)
 : ε(v),
(2.9.13)
(2) Then, given un+1 solution of the previous problem, we find tempera-
ture Tn+1 such that for each test function δT solving the heat conduction
equation:∫
Ω
ρc
Tn+1 − Tn
∆t
δT+
∫
Ω
k∇Tn+1·∇δT+
∫
Ω
βT0 div
(
un+1 − un
∆t
)
δT = 0
In Figure 12 are shown the contour plots of temperature T (x, y, t) and
the horizontal component σx(x, y, t) of the stress tensor for the initial and
final time. The temperature is diffusing linearly propagating inside the
region from the left lateral side of the square.
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(t = 0.005) (t = 0.1)
(c) T (x, y) (d) σx(x, y)
Figure 12: Contour plots of the temperature and the horizontal component
σx of the displacement at initial time t = 0.005 and final time t = 0.1.
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Chapter 3
Thermo-diffusive problems
in photovoltaics
Typical photovoltaic (PV) modules are laminates made of a thick glass
superstrate, an encapsulating polymer (usually ethylene vinyl acetate,
EVA), a layer of interconnected Silicon solar cells separated by few cen-
timeters of EVA in their plane, another layer of EVA, and finally a poly-
meric protective backsheet (see Fig.13). EVA provides protection of cells
and interconnections but it is permeable to moisture, which diffuses from
the backsheet and percolates along the surface of the solar cells. Mois-
ture induces chemical oxidation of the grid line deposited on the sur-
face of the solar cells, separating it from Silicon giving rise to electrically
inactive areas and power-loss. This phenomenon has been reported in
damp heat tests in (MVI12) prescribed by the international qualification
standards (61215), where PV modules were exposed to a very aggres-
sive environment at constant 85◦C temperature and 85% of air humidity.
For these reasons, an accurate modelling of the EVA is crucial to deter-
mine the lifetime of a PV module, moisture diffusion, chemical reactions
induced by moisture, as well as its reduction of cohesive energy pro-
moting delamination of the layers. The EVA polymer displays a strong
thermo-visco-elastic constitutive response, as experimentally reported in
(UE11; MP11), with a variation of the elastic modulus of up to three or-
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Figure 13: Sketch of a PV module.
ders of magnitude depending on temperature. Generalized Maxwell rhe-
ological models used so far generally provide exponential type relations
for the relaxation modulus and, in order to approximate the experimen-
tally observed power-law trend, a huge number of elements (and thus
of model parameters) has be taken into account. To significantly sim-
plify the task of parameters identification, modelling the visco-elastic
behaviour via fractional derivatives has been proved to be very effective
(Mai10; MDP13; MDP11). For rheologically complex polymers as EVA,
whose microstructure changes with temperature, the fractional calculus
formulation in (MP15) allows the use of only two temperature dependent
parameters for its complete description.
A proper modelling of these coupled nonlinear phenomena, requires
a comprehensive computational framework where coupled thermoelas-
tic and heat conduction problems are accurately solved at the module
level in the three-dimensional space. Then, moisture diffusion inside
the EVA layers has to be simulated by considering the dependency on
the temperature and the thermo-elastic fields via the diffusive constitu-
tive equations. So far, the state-of-the-art simulations on moisture diffu-
sion in (Kem14) consider the EVA layer only and treat diffusion as a one
dimensional problem without updating the diffusivity of the material
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based on the actual temperature of the system.
To shed light into the above issues, and provide a comprehensive
physical modelling and computational framework for the study of these
phenomena, a geometrical multiscale approach is pursued by following
the seminal work in (AQ03) for biophysical systems. Starting from the
evidence that moisture diffusion takes place in a physical domain with a
lower dimension with respect to that of the thermo-mechanical and heat
conduction problems, two different finite element models are used in
parallel. The coupled thermo-mechanical and heat conduction problems
are solved in the three-dimensional setting (or in the two-dimensional
one in the case of a cross-section of the PV module). As a further sim-
plification, the EVA encapsulant layers are modelled as zero-thickness
interfaces, whose thermo-visco-elastic constitutive response is taken into
account by a novel thermo-viscoelastic cohesive zone model. As com-
pared to other cohesive zone model formulations available in the liter-
ature (RB13; GA15), the present model is based on a fractional calculus
formulation able to simulate rheologically complex materials.
The thermo-elastic problem, which is much faster than moisture dif-
fusion, is solved first via a fully implicit solution scheme in space and
time. Temperature and relative displacements computed in the Gauss
points along the encapsulant interfaces are then projected to the nodes of
another finite element model specific for the solution of moisture diffu-
sion. This second model is used to discretize the domain where moisture
diffusion takes place. In particular, it is represented by the mid-surfaces
of the encapsulant layers and of the channel cracks through Silicon, see
Fig.14.
3.1 Variational framework
In this section is presented the variational framework describing mois-
ture diffusion and the thermo-visco-elastic response of a laminate made
of linear elastic homogeneous and isotropic layers separated by poly-
meric thermo-visco-elastic laminae. In these laminates, moisture diffu-
sion takes place in the polymeric layers, which progressively percolates
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from the free edges and from the backsheet towards the centre of the
solar cells. EVA layers used to protect Silicon solar cells are permeable
to moisture, which is one of the major concerns for the degradation of
the electrical output of the PV module over time. Due to moisture dif-
fusion, the adhesive properties of EVA progressively degrade and the
corresponding layers may experience a lack of cohesion leading to sep-
aration of the backsheet from the Silicon cells, or between the Silicon
cells from the glass superstrate. In order to efficiently simulate cohe-
sive degradation of EVA and delamination, we propose to treat the poly-
meric layers as zero-thickness internal interfaces with suitable traction-
separation relations accounting for the thermo-visco-elastic properties of
EVA.
Let assume that the laminate occupies a volume Ω = ∪nm=1R(m) ⊂ R3
in the reference undeformed configuration, where each layer is geomet-
rically identified by R(m) = [0, a] × [0, b] × [zm−1, zm], with z0 = 0,
zm = zm−1 +hm, being a, b >> hm form = 1, . . . , n. Moreover, let model
a generic polymeric layer of thickness h between laminaeR(p) = R− and
R(p + 1) = R+ (1 ≤ p ≤ n) as a plane surface S(p) = {(x1, x2, zp) : 0 ≤
x1 ≤ a, 0 ≤ x2 ≤ b}, see Fig.14.
The position of each material point inside Ω is identified by the coor-
dinate vector x = (x1, x2, x3) in a three-dimensional cartesian orthonor-
mal frame {e1, e2, e3}. Let uI(x1, x2, x3, t) (I = 1, 2, 3) and θ(x1, x2, x3, t)
= T (x1, x2, x3, t) − T0 be the displacement field and temperature varia-
tion from a reference one, T0, inside the material during the time interval
0 ≤ t ≤ tf . The index I is denoting the component of the displacement
field along the corresponding coordinate.
3.1.1 Thermo-mechanical formulation of the layers
The global dynamics of each material layer R(m) obeys the equations
of coupled linear isotropic thermo-elasticity (see e.g. (Now86)). The
Cauchy thermal stress tensor is defined for each layer m as:
σIJ = C
m
IJKLεKL − βmθδIJ , 1 ≤ I, J,K,L ≤ 3 (3.1.1)
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FE for the continuum
Interface element for the EVA
Moisture diffusion (2D)
Heat conduction and 
mechanical loading (3D)
Interface element for the EVA
(a) 3D laminate models
Figure 14: Proposed finite element model.
where the Einstein summation notation has been adopted. Here, CmIJKL
is the fourth order elastic constitutive tensor, and βm is the coupling ther-
mal factor related to the thermal expansion coefficient αm. The infinites-
imal strain tensor is:
εIJ =
1
2
(
∂uI
∂xJ
+
∂uJ
∂xI
)
, 1 ≤ I, J ≤ 3 (3.1.2)
The balance of linear momentum in each layer R(m)× [0, tf ] is given
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by:
ρm
∂2uI
∂t2
− ∂
∂xJ
(CmIJKLεKL − βmθδIJ) = 0 , I = 1, 2, 3 (3.1.3)
where ρm is the density of the m-th material.
Let be qI the heat flux inside each layer R(m), and assume that it is
related to the temperature variation θ by the Fourier law:
qI = −km ∂θ
∂xI
, 1 ≤ I ≤ 3 (3.1.4)
where km > 0 is the thermal conductivity of the m-th material. Hence,
the heat transfer partial differential equation is given by:
km∇2θ = ρmcm ∂θ
∂t
+ T0β
m ∂εKK
∂t
in R(m)× [0, tf ] (3.1.5)
where cm is the heat capacity of the m-th material.
3.1.2 Thermo-visco-elastic polymeric interfaces
Under the assumption of replacing each polymeric layer by a zero-thickness
imperfect interface, we allow uI and the temperature θ to be discontinu-
ous across the interface separating R− from R+. We therefore define the
jumps on S(p) as:
[[uI ]](x1, x2) = u
+
I (x1, x2)− u−I (x1, x2), 1 ≤ I ≤ 3, (3.1.6a)
[[θ]](x1, x2) = θ
+(x1, x2)− θ−(x1, x2) (3.1.6b)
where u±I (x1, x2) = u
±
I (x1, x2, z
±
p ) and θ
±
I (x1, x2) = θ
±
I (x1, x2, z
±
p ). The
average temperature across the interface is given by:
〈θ〉 (x1, x2) = 1
2
[
θ+(x1, x2) + θ
−(x1, x2)
]
(3.1.7)
Quantities [[uI ]] and [[θ]] play the role of internal variables describing
the debonding process along the interface containing S(p) during time
[0, tf ].
Hence, the coupled thermo-elastic model given in the previous sec-
tion for the continuum layers is enriched by adding the presence of a
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cohesive traction field and a heat flux normal to S(p). The relations be-
tween those fields and [[uI ]], [[θ]] are provided by the constitutive rela-
tions for the interface. By assuming the continuity of the traction vector
tI (1 ≤ I ≤ 3), we set:
tI =
{
KI (t, 〈θ〉) [[uI ]], if [[uI ]] ∈ JI
0, if [[uI ]] /∈ JI
(3.1.8)
where JI = (−δcI ,+δcI) for I = 1, 2 and J3 = (0, δc3). The components t1
and t2 represent Mode II and Mode III cohesive tractions, i.e., contained
in the plane surface S(p), whereas t3 corresponds to the Mode I cohesive
traction, i.e. associated to the unit vector n = e3.
Equation (3.1.8) for I = 3 corresponds to a tension cut-off traction-
separation curve, suggesting that the interface is not able to transfer trac-
tions when the critical opening displacement δc3 is achieved. A similar
brittle behavior is assumed for Mode II and Mode III (see Fig.15).
(a) Mode I (b) Mode II
Figure 15: Cohesive traction-separation relations.
In order to obtain a structural response of the interface equivalent to
that of the real EVA layers, the modulus K3 of the zero-thickness inter-
face is related to the stiffness of the layer in the direction n, i.e., it can be
evaluated as the ratio between the EVA Young’s modulus, EEVA, and the
EVA thickness, hEVA. Similarly, the shear response is matched by select-
ing K1 = K2 = EEVA/ [2(1 + νEVA)].
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Since polymers have a thermo-visco-elastic constitutive behavior, the
stiffnesses KI has to depend upon the average temperature 〈θ〉 and time
t. Instead of using a Prony series representation, a fractional calculus ap-
proach (Mai10; MDP13), is herein adopted to synthetically characterize
those dependencies, which has been proved in (MP15) to be more effec-
tive for parameters identification. Accordingly, we define K3 as follows:
K3(t, T ) =
a(T ) f(t, T )−α(T )
hΓ(1− α(T )) (3.1.9)
for functions 0 < a, α < 1 and Γ(t) is the Euler gamma function defined
as:
Γ(t) =
∫ ∞
0
e−xxt−1dx (3.1.10)
Function f(t, T ) is a history dependent function of time and temperature
used to model thermo-rheologically complex materials where the prin-
ciple of time-temperature superposition does not apply. This is due to
a modification of the internal microstructure of the polymer driven by
a temperature change above a threshold. Hence, f(t, T ) is equal to the
current time t minus the time t0 corresponding to such a microstructure
modification.
At the interface, we remark that cohesive tractions are continuous
and opposing to each other, viz.:
tI = t
+
I = C
(+)
IJKLε
+
KL|x3=z+p nJ = −C
(−)
IJKLε
−
KL|x3=z−p nJ
= −t−I
(3.1.11)
As far as heat conduction is concerned, we assume that the heat flux
across the interfaces is oriented along the direction orthogonal to the sur-
face S(p), which is a reasonable approximation for thin polymeric layers.
Hence, q1 = q2 = 0 and q = q3 is given by:
q =
−κ0
(
1− [[u3]]
δc3
)
〈θ〉 if [[u3]] ∈ J3
0 if [[u3]] /∈ J3
(3.1.12)
where κ0 is the thermal conductivity of the interface without decohesion,
i.e., for [[u3]] = 0. Note that the heat flux is assumed to be a decreasing
function of the normal gap.
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Also in this case, continuity of heat flux at the interface is preserved,
viz.:
q = q+3 (x1, x2) = −k(+)
∂θ+
∂x3
|x3=z+p = k(−)
∂θ−
∂x3
|x3=z−p
= −q−3 (x1, x2)
(3.1.13)
3.1.3 Moisture diffusion along polymeric interfaces
Durability tests of PV modules inside a climate chamber are character-
ized by temperature and moisture dependent on time and according
to specified ramps. In these composites, moisture diffusion takes place
along the layers of the polymeric encapsulant, or along channel cracks in
Silicon. Since their thickness is very small, it is also possible to neglect the
moisture flux in the direction orthogonal to the EVA layers. Under these
assumptions, moisture diffusion can be modelled as a diffusion process
taking place over the mid-surface of a generic encapsulant layer, which
corresponds to S(p).
Hence, the aim of the numerical method reduces to simulate and
predict diffusion of water content c(x1, x2, t) along the encapsulant mid-
surface S(p) for each point and time.
The following initial and boundary value problem can be considered,
where an imposed water content c∗ is imposed on the boundary:
∂c
∂t
(x1, x2, t)−D∇2c(x1, x2, t) = 0 in S(p)× [0, tf ]
c(x1, x2, 0) = 0 in S(p)
c(x1, x2, t) = c
∗ in ∂S(p)× [0, tf ]
(3.1.14)
where D is the encapsulant diffusivity.
It is worth noting that the diffusion problem takes place in dimension
2, while the thermo-mechanical problem is three-dimensional. it is also
remarkable to notice that these physical problems are characterized by
very different time scales. The characteristic velocity of thermal diffusion
is in fact ruled by the ratio km/(ρmcm), while that of moisture diffusion
is given by the diffusivity D. Considering characteristic values for EVA,
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the ratio between the velocities of the two phenomena is:
(km/(ρmcm)) /D ≈ 106, ∀m = 1, . . . , n
so that heat transfer is about six order of magnitude faster than moisture
diffusion. From this observation, we can state that moisture diffusion
is dependent on heat transfer and not viceversa. Hence, the diffusivity
of the encapsulant has to be considered as temperature dependent and,
based on the experimental evidence, of Arrhenyus type can be used to
model it (Kem14):
D =
A exp (−Ea/(〈θ〉R)) , if [[u3]] ≤ δ
c
3
A exp (−Ea/(〈θ〉R)) [[u3]]
δc3
, if [[u3]] > δc3
(3.1.15)
In order to take into account the effect of a possible debonding of the
encapsulant, which would enhance moisture diffusion, D is assumed to
be a linear increasing function of the normal gap [[u3]], for [[u3]] larger
than δc3.
Due to the very different time scales of the diffusion processes, a stag-
gered solution scheme is proposed, where the average temperature and
the crack opening computed from the solution of the coupled thermo-
mechanical problem are passed as input to the diffusion process by a
suitable update of the value of D.
3.2 Weak forms
The partial differential equations governing the dynamic equilibrium of
the body, Eq. (3.1.3), and heat conduction, Eq. (3.1.5), for each layer
R(m) (m = 1, . . . , n) and the constitutive relations for the interfaces, Eqs.
(3.1.8) and (3.1.12) for each S(p), define an initial boundary value prob-
lem describing the debonding of a thermo-mechanical layered PV panel
with thermo-visco-elastic polymeric interfaces.
Let be t∗I and u
∗
I the surface traction and the prescribed boundary
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displacement such that:
CIJKLεKL(uM )nJ = t
∗
I in ∂NR
u × [0, tf ],
uI = u
∗
I in ∂DR
u × [0, tf ]
and q∗ = q∗InI , and θ
∗ the imposed normal heat flux and the imposed
temperature at the boundaries such that:
∂θ
∂n
= q∗ in ∂NRθ × [0, tf ],
θ = θ∗ in ∂DRθ × [0, tf ]
where the indices ∂D and ∂N denote the Dirichlet and the Neumann por-
tions of the boundary ∂R.
The weak form corresponding to Eq.(3.1.3) is obtained by multiply-
ing it for a virtual displacement δvI having a virtual gap [[δvI ]] along
S(p) and by integrating the result on each domain R(m). After applying
the divergence theorem as customary and by dropping the index m to
simplify notation, we obtain:∫
R
ρ
∂2uI
∂t2
δvIdV +
∫
R
CIJKLεKLδεIJdV−∫
R
βδεIJδIJθdV =
∫
∂NRu
t∗IδvIdA+
∫
S(p)
tI [[δvI ]]dA
(3.2.1)
Analogously, the weak form corresponding to Eq.(3.1.5) is obtained
by multiplying it for a test function δθ having a gap [[δθ]] on S(p) and by
integrating the result on each domain R(m). After some calculation and
dropping the index m to simplify notation, we get:∫
R
k
∂θ
∂xI
∂θ
∂xI
dV +
∫
R
ρc
∂θ
∂t
δθdV+∫
R
β
∂εIJ
∂t
δIJδθdV +
∫
∂NRθ
q∗δθdA+
∫
S(p)
q[[δθ]] = 0
(3.2.2)
As far as moisture diffusion is concerned, the corresponding weak
form is constructed by multiplying Eq.(3.1.14) by a test function δc. After
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integration by parts we have that the concentration c(x1, x2, t) solves the
following equation for all the admissible δc and ∀t ∈ [0, tf ]:∫
S(p)
D
∂c
∂xI
∂δc
∂xI
dA+
∫
S(p)
δc
∂c
∂t
dA = 0 (3.2.3)
3.3 Finite element discretization
3.3.1 Discretized weak forms for the thermo-elastic and
heat conduction problems
According to the finite element method, the domain R is discretized into
a finite number of bulk Re and interface S˜e elements so that:
R ≈
⋃
e
Re ∪
⋃
e
S˜e (3.3.1)
We also introduce for the purpose of numerical integration the mid-
plane surface S(p) ≈ ∪eSe, where Se is the middle surface of each inter-
face element S˜e.
The class of interface elements considered here consists of two sur-
face elements coincident with the facets of the bulk elements used to
discretize the continuum that are bricks or tetrahedra. For consistency
between interfaces and bulk, the same order of interpolation is used.
In the case of 2D simulations on cross-sections of a laminate, the
present formulation still holds, provided that bulk elements are repre-
sented by quadrilateral or triangular plain strain finite elements and in-
terface elements are given by two opposing lines. Again, the same inter-
polation order has to be used.
By introducing the shape functions, the finite element approximation
for the bulk reads:
UK(x1, x2, x3, t) =
N(e)∑
a=1
Φa(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3)UaK(t), 1 ≤ K ≤ 3
Θ(x1, x2, x3, t) =
N(e)∑
a=1
Φa(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3)Θa(t)
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being {Φa(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3)}N(e)a=1 defined in the natural reference system −1 ≤
ξ1, ξ2, ξ3 ≤ +1, where N(e) is the number of element nodes, which is
equal to 8 for a 3D linear brick element, or 4 for a 2D linear 4-node plane
strain element.
Similarly, for the interface elements, the gaps are approximated as:
[[UJ ]](x1, x2, t) =
S(e)∑
a=1
2S(e)∑
b=1
Ψa(ξ1, ξ2)∆aJbKUbK(t), 1 ≤ J ≤ 3
[[Θ]](x1, x2, t) =
S(e)∑
a=1
2S(e)∑
b=1
Ψa(ξ1, ξ2)∆abΘb(t)
where the shape functions {Ψ1(ξ1, ξ2)}S(e)a=1 are defined along the mid-
surface plane in the natural reference system −1 ≤ ξ1, ξ2 ≤ +1 and 2S(e)
is the number of nodes of the interface element which is equal to 8 for
a 3D interface element compatible with bricks, or 4 for a 2D interface
element compatible with plane strain elements. The nodal displacement
vector is:
(U11, U12, U13, . . . , U2S(e)1, U2S(e)2, U2S(e)3)
T = (U+11, U
+
12, U
+
13, . . . ,
U+S(e)1, U
+
S(e)2, U
+
S(e)3, U
−
11, U
−
12, U
−
13, . . . , U
−
S(e)1, U
−
S(e)2, U
−
S(e)3)
T
and the temperature vector is:
(Θ1, . . . ,Θ2S(e))
T = (Θ+1 , . . . ,Θ
+
S(e), . . . ,Θ
−
1 , . . . ,Θ
−
S(e))
T.
The operator [∆e]aIbJ applied to the nodal displacements of the inter-
face element leads to the relative opening displacement between the (+)
and the (−) interface flanks, i.e., [∆e]aIbJUbJ = [[UaI ]] (1 ≤ a ≤ Se, 1 ≤
b ≤ 2Se, 1 ≤ I, J ≤ 3).
Similarly, the operator [∆e]ab applied to the nodal temperatures of the
interface element leads to the temperature jumps between the (+) and
the (−) interface flanks, i.e., [∆e]abΘa = [[Θa]] (1 ≤ a ≤ Se, 1 ≤ b ≤ 2Se).
Analogous expressions hold for the test functions δUK , [[δUK ]], δΘ, and
[[δΘ]].
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After introducing these expressions in the weak form (3.2.1), its dis-
cretized version is obtained:∑
e
∫
Re
ρΦbΦa
∂2UbI
∂t2
δUaIdV +
∑
e
∫
Re
CIJKL
∂Φb
∂xL
∂Φa
∂xJ
UbKδUaIdV−
∑
e
∫
Re
ΦaβδKL
∂Φb
∂xL
ΘaδU bKdV =
∑
e
∫
Se
tJΨa∆aJbKδU bKdA+
∑
e
∫
∂Re
t∗IΦaδUaIdA
(3.3.2)
Similarly, the discretized weak form (3.2.2) is:∑
e
∫
Re
ρcΦaΦb
∂Θa
∂t
δΘbdV +
∑
e
∫
Re
k
∂Φa
∂xL
∂Φb
∂xL
ΘaδΘbdV+
∑
e
∫
∂Re
q∗ΦaδΘadA+
∑
e
∫
Re
T0βδKL
∂Φb
∂xL
∂UbK
∂t
ΦaδΘadV+
∑
e
∫
Se
qΨa∆acδΘcdA = 0
(3.3.3)
In matrix form, the previous discretized weak forms become:∑
e
{δUe}T [Muue ]
D2{Ue}
Dt2
+
∑
e
{δUe}T [Kuθe ]{Ue}+∑
e
{δUe}T [Cuθe ]{Θe} =
∑
e
{δUe}T {Fue }+
∑
e
{δUe}T {fue }
(3.3.4)
∑
e
{δΘe}T [Kθθe ]{Θe}+
∑
e
{δΘe}T [Cuθe ]
D{Θe}
Dt
+
∑
e
{δΘe}T [Cuθe ]
D{Ue}
Dt
+
∑
e
{δΘe}T {F θe }+
∑
e
{δΘe}T {fθe } = 0
(3.3.5)
where {Ue} = (U11, U12, U13, . . . , U1N , U1N , U1N )T is the nodal displace-
ment vector and {Θe} = (Θ1, . . . ,ΘN )T is the nodal temperature vector,
and N stands either for N(e) for a bulk element, or for 2S(e) for an inter-
face element. Expressions for the matrices are detailed in Appendix.
By introducing {∆e} = (U11, U12, U13,Θ1, . . . , UN1, UN2, UN3,ΘN )T
= [P ]T({Ue}, {Θe})T, the generalized displacement vector at the element
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level with the following ordering, where N stands for either N(e) for the
bulk elements, or 2S(e) for the interface elements, is:∑
e
{δ∆e}T [Me]D
2{∆e}
Dt2
+
∑
e
{δ∆e}T [Ce]D{∆e}
Dt
+∑
e
{δ∆e}T [Ke]{∆e} =
∑
e
{δ∆e}T {Fe}+
∑
e
{δ∆e}T {fe}
(3.3.6)
where the expressions for the mass, [Me], the damping, [Ce], and the stiff-
ness matrix, [Ke], as well as for the load vector, {Fe}, and the interface
load vector, {fe}, are collected in the Appendix. Note that to pass from
Eqs.(3.3.4) and (3.3.5) to Eq.(3.3.6), a permutation matrix [P ] has been
used, see again Appendix for more details.
Let be {∆} the global displacement vector and [Le] the localization
matrix that selects the element nodal values, viz.:
{∆e} = [Le]{∆} (3.3.7)
hence, we can recast Eq. (3.3.6):
{δ∆}T [M ]D
2{∆}
Dt2
+ {δ∆}T [C]D{∆}
Dt
+
{δ∆}T [K]{∆} = {δ∆}T {F}+ {δ∆}T {f}
(3.3.8)
where the global mass, dumping and stiffness matrices and the load vec-
tor are assembled as follows:
[M ] =
∑
e
[Le]
T [Me][Le] , {F} =
∑
e
[Le]
T {Fe},
[K] =
∑
e
[Le]
T [Ke][Le] , [C] =
∑
e
[Le]
T [Ce][Le],
{f} =
∑
e
[Le]
T {fe}
By simplifying the virtual variation of the test function {δ∆} and ne-
glecting the inertial term, the thermo-mechanical problem requires the
solution of the following nonlinear set of equations:
[C]
D
Dt
{∆}+ [K]{∆} = {F}+ {f}. (3.3.9)
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3.3.2 Discretized weak form of moisture diffusion
The discretization of the weak form for moisture diffusion is derived by
introducing a finite element mesh of the mid-surface S(p) of the encapsu-
lant layer. In principle, since a staggered geometrical multiscale solution
scheme is adopted, the spacing of the mesh used to solve moisture diffu-
sion can be different from that used for the discretization of the thermo-
elastic problem by interface elements. In that case, a projection of the
nodal temperatures from the discretized thermo-elastic problem to the
nodes of the mesh used to solve moisture diffusion has to be performed
via a suitable interpolation scheme. In the sequel, without any loss of
generality, we consider a finite element discretization for moisture diffu-
sion coincident with the middle surface discretization of each interface
element, i.e., S(p) ≈ ⋃e Se.
By introducing the shape functions Ψa, the water concentration in a
generic point of coordinates (x1, x2) and at a time t is
C(x1, x2, t) =
S(e)∑
a=1
Ψa(ξ1, ξ2)Ca(t) (3.3.10)
Introducing Eq.(3.3.10) into (3.2.3), we obtain:∑
e
∫
Se
DCa
∂Ψa
∂xI
∂Ψb
∂xI
δCbdA+
∑
e
∫
Se
∂Ca
∂t
ΨaΨbδCbdA = 0 (3.3.11)
providing the following matrix form:∑
e
{δC}T [Be]{Ce}+
∑
e
{δCe}T [Ae] D
Dt
{Ce} = 0 (3.3.12)
where the expression for the matrices [Ae] and [Be] is detailed in the Ap-
pendix, and {Ce} = (C1, . . . , CS(e))T is the vector collecting the nodal
concentrations.
Introducing as previously the global node vector {C} of unknowns
and the localization matrix [Le] such that:
{Ce} = [Le]{C} (3.3.13)
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the assembling of the global matrices leads to:
[B] =
∑
e
[Le]
T [De][Le], [A] =
∑
e
[Le]
T [Ae][Le]
providing a linear system of ordinary differential equations:
[A]
D
Dt
{C}+ [B(t)]{C} = {0} (3.3.14)
Note that the matrix [B] is time dependent because it contains the diffu-
sivity D which changes with time according to (3.1.15).
3.4 Proposed numerical solution scheme
To solve numerically the system (3.3.9) resulting from the thermo-mechanical
problem, we adopt an Euler backward implicit scheme so that:
D
Dt
{∆}n+1 ≈ 1
∆t
({∆}n+1 − {∆}n) (3.4.1)
where n = 1, 2, . . . , N and tn = tn−1 + ∆t. Hence, Eq.(3.3.9) becomes:
1
∆t
[D]
({∆}n+1 − {∆}n)+ [K]{∆}n+1 = {F}n+1 (3.4.2)
which is a nonlinear system of equations in the unknown {∆}n+1, where
the nonlinearity relies in the load vector due to the nonlinear relations
between the cohesive tractions and the displacement opening and sliding
displacemets, and between the heat flux and the temperature jump at the
polymeric interfaces.
This problem is solved iteratively using a Newton-Raphson scheme.
At the iteration k+ 1 we have an approximation {∆}n+1(k) for {∆}n+1 and
we seek for a better approximation {∆}n+1(k+1) such that:
{∆}n+1(k+1) = {∆}n+1(k) + {d∆}n+1(k) (3.4.3)
By introducing {∆}n+1(k) into {F}n+1, we obtain {F}n+1(k) . Linearization of
{F}n+1(k+1) leads to:
{F}n+1(k+1) = {F}n+1(k) +
[
∂{F}
∂{∆}
]n+1
(k)
{d∆}n+1(k) (3.4.4)
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By substituting this expression back to the system (3.4.2) and rearranging
the various terms, leads:(
1
∆t
[C] + [K]−
[
∂{F}
∂{∆}
]n+1
(k)
)
{d∆}n+1(k) = − (3.4.5)
1
∆t
[C]
(
{∆}n+1(k) − {∆}n
)
− [K]{∆}n+1(k) + {F}n+1(k) (3.4.6)
where the left hand side is the so-called residual vector, {R}n+1(k) , so that
we can write: (
1
∆t
[C] + [K]− [T ]n+1(k)
)
{d∆}n+1(k) = {R}n+1(k) (3.4.7)
where:
[T ]n+1(k) =
[
∂{F}
∂{∆}
]n+1
(k)
=
∑
e
[Le]
T
[
∂{Fe}
∂{∆e}
]n+1
(k)
[Le] =∑
e
[Le]
T [Te]
n+1
(k) [Le]
(3.4.8)
and [Te]n+1(k) is given by:
[Te]
n+1
(k) =[P ]
T
[
[Tuue ]
[
Tuθe
][
T θue
] [
T θθe
]]n+1
(k)
[P ] =
[P ]T

[
∂{fue }
∂{Ue}
] [
∂{fue }
∂{Θe}
]
[
∂{fθe }
∂{Ue}
] [
∂{fθe }
∂{Θe}
]

n+1
(k)
[P ]
(3.4.9)
The various terms entering Eq.(3.4.9) are reported in the Appendix.
Once temperature and displacements are computed at a given time
step n, these nodal results are transferred to the discretized moisture dif-
fusion problem. Its solution is then performed by using an Euler back-
ward time integration scheme with the same partition of the temporal
interval [0, tf ] as for the thermo-mechanical problem. For n = 1, . . . , N
time steps ∆t, we solve the linear system of equations:(
∆t[B]n+1 + [A]
) {C}n+1 = [A]{C}n (3.4.10)
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where:
[Be]
n+1
ab =
∫
Se
D(〈Θ〉n+1 , [[U3]]n+1)∂Ψa
∂xI
∂Ψb
∂xI
dA (3.4.11)
are computed using the values 〈Θ〉n+1 , [[U3]]n+1 obtained from the thermo-
elastic problem.
The algorithm for the proposed time integration with a staggered
scheme is detailed in Algorithm 1. The Newton-Raphson iteration is per-
formed until machine precision is achieved, i.e., up to a tolerance in the
norm of the residual vector tol = 1× 10−15.
The time-dependency of the visco-elastic constitutive equation (3.1.9)
requires the use of a history variable {hv} for all the nodes of the finite
element mesh for the thermo-mechanical problem. To model relaxation,
this variable is set to zero at any change of temperature (state variable),
while it is updated by the current time increment if the temperature re-
mains constant with respect to the previous time step, within a given tol-
erance tol2. This method allows the simulation of the thermo-viscoelastic
behavior of polymeric materials when the temperature-time superposi-
tion principle does not apply, for instance due to a change of microstruc-
ture by varying temperature as it happens in the case of epoxy-vinil-
acetate used in photovoltaics.
3.5 Application to photovoltaics
In this section we propose the simulation of the two tests prescribed by
international standars (61215), namely the dump heat test and the hu-
midity freeze test. While the former allows the complete uncoupling
between the solution of the thermo-mechanical problem from moisture
diffusion and a closed form solution useful for benchmarking, the latter
requires the present fully-coupled solution scheme. Moreover, the role
of a temperature dependent diffusion coefficient and the role of cohesive
cracks in Silicon are investigated, in comparison to experimental results.
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Data: ρm, cm, CmIJLK , k
m, δcI , α, a, k0, h, A, Ea, R, T0, ∆t, N
Initialize: tol1 = 1× 10−15, tol2 = 0.01, norm = 1, {h1v} ← {0}
Result: Find U,Θ, [[U ]], [[Θ]], C
Build mesh of the thermo-elastic problem and initialize boundary
conditions: U∗I , t
∗
I , Θ
∗, q∗;
Form load vector: {F}0 ;
for n = 1, . . . , N time steps do
{F}n ← {F}n+1 ;
while (norm ≥ tol1) do
[T ]n+1(k−1) ← [T ]n+1(k) , where [T ]n+1(k) is computed based on {hnv}
;
{R}n+1(k−1) ← {R}n+1(k) ;
{∆}n+1(k+1) ← {∆}n+1(k) +
(
[C]
∆t
+ [K]− [T ]n+1(k)
)−1
{R}n+1(k) ;
norm← ‖{R}n+1(k) ‖
end
{U}n ← {U}n+1 ;
{Θ}n ← {Θ}n+1 ;
if (‖{Θ}n+1 − {Θ}n‖ > tol2) then
{hn+1v } ← {0};
else
{hn+1v } ← {hnv}+ {∆t};
end
[B]n ← [B]n+1(〈Θ〉n+1 , [[U3]]n+1) ;
{C}n ← {C}n+1 ;
end
Algorithm 1: Numerical scheme for the solution of the hygro-
thermo-elastic problem with a staggered approach.
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3.5.1 Damp heat test
Let us consider a laminate of span L = 125 cm and made of a Glass-
Glass structure separated by EVA as in Fig.16. The thickness of each
glass is 3 mm, while the thickness of the EVA is 0.5 mm. In this laminate,
moisture is diffusing from the free edges towards the centre, since glass
is not permeable to moisture.
As far as the initial and boundary conditions, let us consider the
prescriptions by international standards (61215) for the damp heat test,
that is, a constant temperature of 85◦ C and an air relative humidity of
85%. This relative humidity corresponds to a moisture content c∗ = 0.55
g/cm3 imposed at the free edges of the laminate, i.e., for x1 = 0 and
x1 = L, where x1 is the distance from the edge of the PV module.
Since temperature is held constant, the problem of diffusion can be
solved independently from the thermo-elastic problem, considering a
constant diffusivity D = 5 × 10−5cm2/s corresponding to 85◦ C. For
this special case, the analytical solution to the problem was obtained in
(Kem14) and it is used as a benchmark for our computational scheme:
c(x1, t) = c
∗ − 4c
∗
pi
∞∑
k=0
1
(2k + 1)
sin
(
(2k + 1)pix1
L
)
×
exp
(
− (2k + 1)
2pi2Dt
L2
) (3.5.1)
Figure 16: Sketch of the damp heat test.
After 1000 hours, the predicted moisture concentration is shown in
Fig.17(a) and its distribution in the EVA layer matches exactly the refer-
ence one in Fig.17(b)
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(a) (b)
Figure 17: Moisture concentration in the encapsulant after 1000 h. (a) Nu-
merical simulation; (b) analytical solution by (Kem14).
3.5.2 Humidity freeze test
In this test requested by international standards (61215), PV modules
simply supported along their edges are subjected to a cycling temper-
ature from −40◦ C up to 85◦ C with the following ramps (see also the
sketch in Fig.18):
θ∗(t) =

θ∗1
t∗1
t 0 ≤ t < t∗1
θ∗1 t
∗
1 ≤ t < t∗2
θ∗2 −
θ∗1 − θ∗2
t∗3 − t∗2
(t∗3 − t) t∗2 ≤ t < t∗3
θ∗2 t
∗
3 ≤ t < t∗4
θ∗2
t∗5 − t∗4
(t∗5 − t) t∗4 ≤ t < t∗5
where θ∗1 = 85◦ C , θ∗2 = −40◦ C, and t∗1 = 0.5 h, t∗2 = 1.5 h, t∗3 = 2.5 h,
t∗4 = 3.5h, t∗5 = 4.5h.
The relative humidity in the air is kept constant at 85% for the range
of temperatures where its control is thermodynamically feasible without
condensation.
Due to a non constant temperature boundary condition, this problem
is much more difficult to be simulated as compared to the damp heat
test. In particular, the cohesive properties of the EVA have to be updated
during the simulation, as well as its diffusivity. More specifically, as far
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Figure 18: Temperature profile of θ∗ imposed inside the climate chamber
during the humidity freeze test.
as the Young’s modulus of the EVA is concerned, the parameters α(T )
and a(T ) are herein considered to be temperature dependent as exper-
imentally evaluated in (MP11) and interpreted via a fractional calculus
model in (MP15), see the plot for α(T ) and E(T ) in Fig.19.
(a) (b)
Figure 19: (a) EVA relaxation modulus vs. time at various temperatures in
a double logarithmic scale; (b) Temperature dependent fractional exponent
α(T ), adapted from (MP15).
Regarding the diffusive properties, we consider the expression ofD(T )
for EVA as reported in (Kem14) and shown in Fig.20. Such trends can be
fitted according to the Arrhenius type equation (3.1.15).
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Figure 20: Diffusivity of various encapsulant materials vs. the inverse of
temperature, adapted from (Kem14).
The critical crack opening, δ3, to be assigned to the cohesive zone
model can be estimated from published experimental data in (FN14a)
reporting the variation of the Mode I fracture energy with temperature.
Since the fracture energy GI is the area below the traction-separation
curve, the following relation holds:
GI =
∫ δc3
0
t3([[u3]], 〈θ〉)d[[u3]] = 1
2
(δc3)
2
hEV A
EEV A(t, T )
Hence, theGI(T ) experimental data can be converted in δc3(T ) data based
on the known temperature dependency of the Young’s modulus of EVA
as in Fig. 8(a), evaluated for the asymptotic condition of an infinite time.
Based on these data, we obtain the correlations shown in Fig.21 and used
as input for the numerical simulations.
A sketch of the cross-section of a PV mini-module simulated in the
present study and containing 3 solar cells is shown in Fig.22. The lat-
eral size of each Silicon cell is 125 mm and the the interspace between
two cells is 4 mm. The module is made of a glass superstrate with thick-
ness hG = 4 mm, an encapsulating polymer layer (EVA) with thickness
hEV A = 0.5 mm, the silicon solar cell with thickness hSI = 0.166 mm,
another layer of EVA with the same thickness as the previous one, and fi-
nally a thin backsheet made of an ethylene tetrafluoroethylene core with
silicon nitride coating (isovolta Icosolar T 2754), with thickness hBS = 0.1
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(a) (b)
Figure 21: (a) EVA cohesive energy from (FN14a); (b) Critical gap opening
vs. temperature. (Tref = 25◦ C).
mm. Thermal and mechanical parameters of each layer are collected in
Tab.2. Since moisture penetrates from the backsheet and percolates along
the interspace between solar cells, in the numerical simulations it is pos-
sible to impose a constant value of moisture concentration, c∗, directly at
the boundary of each solar cell embedded in the PV module.
Figure 22: Sketch of the cross-section of a PV mini-module used in the sim-
ulation (not in scale).
The temperature distribution inside a portion of the PV module cross-
section near one of the free boundaries is shown in the contour plots in
Fig.23 for selected time steps. After the first ramp from 0◦ C to 85◦ C
completed after 0.5 hours, heat has diffused inside the panel and tem-
perature is almost uniform everywhere and equal to 85◦ C. During the
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Table 2: Material parameters for the layers
E
GPa
α ρ
Kg/m3
cε
W/mK
k
J/mKg
Glass 73 8e− 6 2300 500 0.8
Si 130 2.49e−6 2500 715 148
B.S. 2.8 5.04e−5 1000 300 0.36
subsequent decreasing ramp from 85◦ C to −40◦ C, the Silicon cells and
the EVA around them remain warmer than the other component. This
temperature mismatch progressively shrinks during the further stage of
the simulation at constant temperature θ∗. This trend is quantified in
Fig.24 by plotting the temperature along a vertical line at x1 = 2 mm
from the free edge of the laminate, through the panel thickness.
The evolution of moisture concentration in the encapsulant vs. time
by using a time-dependent diffusivity is shown in Fig.25(a). The same
simulation with a constant diffusivityD = 5×10−5 cm2/s corresponding
to 85◦C is shown for comparison in Fig.25(b). As it can be noticed, the
proper update of the diffusivity based on the actual temperature of EVA
during the simulation provides very different results from those based on
a constant diffusivity. In particular, moisture diffusion is a much slower
phenomenon than what expected by the approach presented in (Kem14),
which is based on the use of a constant diffusivity equal to that at the
maximum temperature.
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(a) After 0.5 hours
(b) After 1.5 hours
(c) After 2 hours
(d) After 2.25 hours
Figure 23: Contour plot of temperature inside the module after selected
time steps.
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Figure 24: Evolution of temperature over a vertical line at x1 = 2 mm from
the lateral side, during the first ramp from 0◦C to 85◦C.
(a) D dependent on T (b) D = D(85◦C)
Figure 25: Evolution of moisture concentration in the EVA encapsulant for
an updated or a constant diffusivity.
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Chapter 4
Reaction-diffusion
problems in polymer
degradation
Poly(ethylene-co-vinyl acetate) (EVA) is one of the most widely used ma-
terials for photovoltaic encapsulants, due to its chemico-physical char-
acteristics and low cost. Although the formulation used during module
lamination is stabilized with chemical additives, the EVA copolymer suf-
fers of thermo-photo-oxidative degradation, due to the prolonged expo-
sure of photovoltaic (PV) installations to UV light, environmental agents
and the high working temperature of the PV module. After degradation,
EVA polymer chains lose atoms and small molecules, such as acetic acid,
and those changes at the macromolecular level lead to a deterioration of
the optical properties of the encapsulant (yellowing and browning), the
corrosion of electric connections and the formation of snail trails. More-
over, its permeability to moisture induces a progressive oxidation of the
grid line over the solar cell surface and a reduction of mechanical ad-
hesion and sealing (Kem06; FN14b; PL16). A thorough explanation of
chemical phenomena occurring during EVA degradation, together with
interesting experimental data, were provided in (Per97; Per96; FP92; BR08).
However, the existing computational models describing the behavior
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of EVA encapsulant in weathering conditions are mostly focusing on
the analysis of water absorption and diffusion (Kem06; PH15), while
no method is able to comprehensively provide the time evolution of the
chemical species and all the other physical characteristics of EVA for any
weathering condition. This is indeed relevant for the PV community for
at least two reasons: (i) assess the impact of degradation of PV installa-
tions in climate zones other than the European one; (ii) quantitatively
assess the amount of chemical degradation of EVA in accelerated ag-
ing tests and compare with real environmental conditions. Motivated
by these needs, in line with the open problems foreseen by the Technical
Committee of the Task 13 on Performance and Reliability of Photovoltaic Sys-
tems of the International Energy Agency to whom one author is member,
a novel computational tool is herein proposed to predict the evolution in
time of chemical reactions and diffusion of species inside the encapsu-
lant for any generic weathering condition and relate these phenomena to
the loss of properties of EVA.
4.1 Degradation phenomena in EVA copolymers
and their mathematical description
Poly(ethylene-co-vinyl acetate) copolymers (EVA) used as encapsulant in
photovoltaic modules are macromolecular materials composed of ethy-
lene (ET ) and 28-33% in weight of vinyl acetate (VAc). The initiation step
in ET degradation is represented by the generation of radical species
(BR) and can be schematized as follows:
ET
k1−→ R• +H•. (4.1.1)
The formedH• radical diffuses very slowly and it migrates towards non-
crystalline regions, where can react with other radical species present in
the polymer. The radical R• is formed in the polymer backbone and
therefore it does not diffuse.
Degradation can further propagate via two different and separate
mechanisms. The first mechanism is due to the high reactivity of the
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radical site in the backbone and to the presence of H•. The second prop-
agation mechanism occurs in the presence of oxygen absorbed from the
external environment, causing the formation of carbonyl groups in the
backbone and free water molecules (RY10). Schematization of these re-
actions is:
R• k2−→ U +H• (4.1.2a)
R• +O2
k3−→ Cb +H2O (4.1.2b)
The productsU andCb denote the double-bonds and the carbonyl groups
formed after Reaction 2 and 3 respectively.
The V Ac fraction shows two different degradation mechanisms, mainly
due to the lost of acetate units (LR04). Also in this case, reactions fol-
lows a radical mechanism that can lead to the formation of acetaldehyde,
through a Norrish type I mechanism, or acetic acid, based on a Norrish
type II mechanism (Nor10). These reactions are schematized as:
V Ac
k4−→ Cb + CH3CHO (4.1.3a)
V Ac
k5−→ U + CH3COOH (4.1.3b)
whereCb andU denote carbonyl groups and unsaturations formed within
the backbone after Reaction 4 and 5, while CH3CHO and CH3COOH
are small produced molecules that can diffuse.
The overall concentration of carbonyl groups formed by Reactions 3
and 4 is given by their sum, as well as the overall concentration of un-
saturations, which is the sum of products of Reactions 2 and 5. Carbonyl
groups formed from ET and V Ac can further degrade giving chain scis-
sion:
Cb
k6−→ C•b +R•t
Cb
k7−→ Cbt + Ut
(4.1.4)
causing a reduction of the molecular weight of the EVA polymer. Con-
sidering that the native EVA is cross-linked, products of Reactions 6 and
7 are supposed to be large molecules and thus they do not diffuse.
Finally, termination reactions occur when two free radicals react be-
tween them. In the case of EVA, radicals are formed in the backbone
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polymer and are not able to diffuse, reducing the possibility to provide
this kind of reactions. Thus, in this work, the termination step is ne-
glected.
4.1.1 Mathematical description of the reaction kinetics and
diffusion of species
The unknown variables of the system are the chemical species respons-
able for the browning process, i.e. R•, U , H•, Cb, C•b , Cbt, O2 and H2O.
The reactions of theese quantities are modeled through the following
mechanism:
ET
k1−→ R• +H• (4.1.5a)
R• k2−→ U +H• (4.1.5b)
R• +O2
k3−→ Cb +H2O (4.1.5c)
V Ac
k4−→ Cb + CH3CHO (4.1.5d)
V Ac
k5−→ U + CH3COOH (4.1.5e)
Cb
k6−→ C•b +R•t (4.1.5f)
Cb
k7−→ Cbt + Ut (4.1.5g)
The reaction rates are modeled by temperature-dependent Arrhenius type
equations:
kI(T ) = k
0
Iexp
(−EI
RT
)
, I = 1, . . . , 7. (4.1.6)
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The resulting partial differential equations including also diffusion where
it is the case read:
∂R•
∂t
= k1ET − k2R• − k3R•O2 (4.1.7a)
∂U
∂t
= k2R
• + k5V Ac (4.1.7b)
∂Cb
∂t
= k3R
•O2 + k4V Ac− (k6 + k7)Cb (4.1.7c)
∂C•b
∂t
= k6Cb (4.1.7d)
∂Cbt
∂t
= k7Cb (4.1.7e)
∂O2
∂t
−D7∆O2 = −k3R•O2 (4.1.7f)
∂H2O
∂t
−D8∆H2O = k3R•O2 (4.1.7g)
This set of differential equations form a reaction-diffusion (RD) system
defined in the space-time domainR×[0, tf ], whereR is a region occupied
by (a portion) of the EVA layer. It consists of 5 non diffusive ordinary
differential equations and 2 diffusive partial differential equations. The
diffusivities are temperature dependent:
DJ(T ) = D
0
Jexp
(−EdJ
RT
)
, J = 6, 7. (4.1.8)
The previous system is finally completed by the following additional re-
action equations:
dET
dt
= −k1ET, (4.1.9a)
dV Ac
dt
= −(k3 + k4)V Ac, (4.1.9b)
that can be solved in advance independently from the other reaction-
diffusion equations, so speciesET and V Ac are known functions of time:
ET (t) = ET 0 exp (−k1t)
V Ac(t) = V Ac0 exp (−(k3 + k4)t)
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where ET 0 and V Ac0 are initial concentrations. Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions for the reaction-diffusion system involving the diffusing species
on the boundary ∂RD × [0, tf ] are prescribed. Using an abstarct notation
the previous system can be rewritten in vectorial form as follows:
∂C(t)
∂t
− div (D(C(t))∇C(t)) = F(C(t)), in R× [0, tf ]
C(t) = G∗(t), on ∂RCD × [0, tf ]
C(0) = C0, on R
(4.1.10)
where C(t) = (C1(t), . . . , C7(t))T = (R•, U, Cb, O2, H2O,C•b , Cbt)
T is the
unknown vector of species, D is the diffusion matrix having on its di-
agonal the diffusion constants DJ(T ), F is the reaction vector and G∗ is
the boundary condition vector imposed on ∂RCD, the Dirichlet part of the
domain. Multiplying the previous system (4.1.10) by a test function S
and integrating over the domain, using the divergence theorem and the
boundary condition of zero flux, the weak formulation of the reaction-
diffusion system (4.1.10) is: for all t ∈ [0, tf ] find the concentration vector
C(t) such that it satisfies:
∫
R
∂tC(t) · S dV +
∫
R
D(C(t))∇C(t) : ∇S dV =∫
R
F(C(t)) · S dV, ∀ S.
(4.1.11)
4.2 Finite element discretization
The domain R occupied by the portion of EVA material is discretized
into a finite number of elements R(e) so that:
R ≈
⋃
e
R(e) (4.2.1)
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By introducing shape functions, the finite element approximation of each
component of C the concentration vector reads:
CK(x1, x2, x3, t) =
N(e)∑
a=1
Φa(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3)CaK(t), 1 ≤ K ≤ 7,
where {Φa(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3)}N(e)a=1 is a basis of local linear shape functions de-
fined in the natural reference system−1 ≤ ξ1, ξ2, ξ3 ≤ +1 and N(e) is the
number of element nodes which is equal to 3 in the case of linear trian-
gular Lagrange elements. After introducing this expression in the weak
form, its discretized version is obtained:∑
e
∫
R(e)
ΦaΦb
∂CaI
∂t
SaIdV +
∑
e
∫
R(e)
DIJ(C)
∂Φa
∂xL
∂Φb
∂xL
CaISbJdV =
∑
e
∫
R(e)
FI(C)ΦaSaIdV = 0
(4.2.2)
The expressions of matrices and vectors entering the discretized weak
form (4.1.11) at the element level are:
[Me]aIbJ =
∫
R(e)
ΦbΦadV, (4.2.3a)
[Ke]aIbJ =
∫
R(e)
DIJ(C)
∂Φb
∂xK
∂Φa
∂xK
dV, (4.2.3b)
{Fe}aI =
∫
R(e)
FI(C)ΦadV, (4.2.3c)
where the Einstein summation notation has been adopted. Local matri-
ces and vectors are then assembled over all elements R(e) as customary
to obtain global matrices and vectors leading to the differential system:
[M ]
D
Dt
{C}+ [K]{C} = {F} (4.2.4)
where [M ] and [K] result from the finite element discretisation and as-
sembly, {F} is the reaction vector and {C} is the nodal concentration
vector.
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4.3 Proposed numerical solution scheme
Adopting an implicit Euler time integration scheme, one must solve at
each time step tn the following algebraic set of equations:
[M ]
{C}n+1 − {C}n
∆t
+ [K]{C}n+1 = {F}n+1. (4.3.1)
The reaction term can be treated in an explicit manner, consideringF(Cn)
instead of F(Cn+1).
In the case of a diffusion constitutive relation where the diffusivities
of species in the polymer are functions of their concentrations, viz.:
D˜J(CJ , T ) = DJ(T ) D˜
0
Jexp (γJCJ) , J = 6, 7, (4.3.2)
this leads to a diffusivity matrix D(C) which is not a constant, but it is
a nonlinear function of C. Hence, the Newton-Raphson iterative proce-
dure with fully implicit approximation of the reaction vector is proposed
to solve this problem. Setting the residual vector:
{R}n = 1
∆t
[M ] ({C} − {C}n) + [K({C})]{C} − {F ({C})}, (4.3.3)
in components, at the element level, reads:
{Re}naI =
1
∆t
[Me]aIbJ ({Ce}bJ − {Ce}nbJ) +(∫
R(e)
DIJ(C
n+1
e )
∂Φb
∂xK
∂Φa
∂xK
dV
)
{Ce}bJ−∫
R(e)
FI(C
n+1
e )Φa dV
Suppose that at time iteration n is given {C}n+1(k) , which is an approx-
imation of {C}n+1, then it is solved the linearized system:[
∂{R}
∂{C}
]n+1
(k)
{∆C}n+1(k) = −{R}n+1(k) , (4.3.4)
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where the components of the tangent operator are:[
∂{Re}naI
∂{Ce}bJ
]
=
1
∆t
[Me]aIbJ +
∫
R(e)
DIJ(C
n+1
e )
∂Φb
∂xK
∂Φa
∂xK
dV+(∫
R(e)
∂DIL
∂CJ
(Cn+1e )
∂Φl
∂xK
∂Φa
∂xK
Φb dV
)
{Ce}lL−∫
R(e)
∂FI
∂CJ
(Cn+1e )ΦaΦb dV
and Nh is the total number of vertices of the mesh. Given the solu-
tion of system (4.3.4), a better approximation for {C}n+1 is obtained as
{C}n+1(k+1) = {C}n+1(k) + {∆C}n+1(k) . This procedure is repeated until the
residual norm ‖{R}n+1(k) ‖ is less than a prescribed tolerance. In the spe-
cial case of a diffusion constitutive relation (4.3.2) with γj = 0, then the
weak form (4.1.11) becomes linear.
4.4 Numerical experiments
4.4.1 Numerical scheme for the simulation of environmen-
tal degradation
In case of environmental degradation, ambient temperature Tamb(t) and
relative humidity %RH(t) can be provided from real annual climate data
periodically repeated to obtain profiles over 20 years, to be used as bound-
ary conditions for the degradation simulation. These environmental data
are usually provided by environmental agencies, such as Agenzia Re-
gionale per la Protezione Ambientale (ARPA) in Italy, for different loca-
tions and with a time resolution of 1 hr.
These data, referring to the year 2010 when a very cold winter was
noticed, are shown in Fig. 26. To provide a closed-form equation for
the module temperature to be imposed at each time step to EVA, the
experimental data are fitted according to the following expression:
Tamb(t) = A1 sin(B1t+ C1) +A2 sin(B2t+ C2), (4.4.1)
in order to match the sinusoidal time dependency and capture the ex-
tremal values of temperature. The module temperature can finally be
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(a) Ambient temperature Tamb (b) Relative humidity %RH
Figure 26: Experimental values and related interpolations of: (a) ambient
temperature Tamb, (b) relative humidity percent RH%.
computed from the ambient temperature as (GC14):
T = Tamb +
(NOCT− 20)× Irr
800
, (4.4.2)
where T is the working temperature of the module (◦C), Tamb is the mea-
sured external temperature (◦C), NOCT = 50◦C and Irr is the solar irra-
diance (Wm−1). For practical considerations, the temperature of the EVA
layer is set equal to the working temperature of the module.
On the other hand, regarding the relative humidity which displays
very strong daily oscillations, two maximum values are considered as
representative of the warm and cold seasons, as a worst case scenario for
water uptake. Of course, any other continuous or discrete temperature
and relative humidity profiles can be considered as input of the finite
element algorithm, without any lack of generality.
Dirichlet boundary conditions for the reaction-diffusion system in-
volving the diffusing species are:
O2 = O
∗
2 , on ∂R
O2
D × [0, tf ]
H2O = S(T )Pˆvp, on ∂RH2OD × [0, tf ]
(4.4.3)
The last relation is the Henry law relating the water concentration at the
boundary of the EVA layer in contact with air with the partial pressure of
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the water vapour Pˆvp, depending on the relative humidity %RH(t). The
temperature-dependent function S(T ) denotes the solubility:
S(T ) = S0exp (Es/(RT )) . (4.4.4)
The geometry used for the simulation sketched in Fig. 4.4.1 presents a
symmetrical, and 2- dimensional model. It is composed of a backsheet
layer, followed by the encapsulation integrated with two half-sized solar
cells (80 mm) which show a gap of 2 mm in between them. The atmo-
spheric side of the back sheet layer provides the feed-in zone for the wa-
ter molecules. This layer is infinitely thin and, therefore, permanently in
sorption equilibrium with the air humidity of the microclimate.
Figure 27: Sketch of the cross-section of a PV module used in the simulation
(not in scale).
We solved the reaction-diffusion system (4.1.10) numerially, using the
algorithm detailed in Algorithm 2. The domain R has been decomposed
into 7846 finite linear triagular P1 elemets as shown in Figue 28.
Predicted consumption profiles of ET , V Ac, Cb,... species are calcu-
lated. In Fig. 29 are reported the evolutions of concentrations ET , V Ac
and Cb over 20 years. Results indicate an overall degraded fraction of
0.2% after 20 years. The stepped trend is due to experimental values of
temperature T , described with a sinusoidal function and influencing ki-
netic rates of reactions kI .
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Kinetic and diffusion parameters:
k0I , EI , D
0
J , E
d
J ;
Solubility parameters: S0, Es
Initialize: {C}1, tol,norm = 1
for n = 1, . . . , N time steps do
Compute temperature and partial pressure
Tn, PˆnH2O;
Kinetic constants, diffusivities and solubility
ki(T
n) = k0I exp(−(EI/(RTn))) ;
Dj(T
n) = D0I exp(−(EdJ/(RTn))) ;
S(Tn) = S0 exp(Es/(RT
n))) ;
while (norm ≥ tol) do
Update reaction vector and diffusion matrix
Fn+1(k) , D
n+1
(k) ;
Form the residual vector: {R}n+1(k) ;
Solve the linearized reaction-diffusion system:
{C}n+1(k) ← {C}n+1(k) ;
norm← ‖{R}n+1(k) ‖
end
Update concentration vector:
{C}n+1 ← {C}n ;
end
Algorithm 2: Numerical scheme for the solution of the reaction-
diffusion system for environmental degradation.
Figure 28: A zoom of the mesh used for the simulations.
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Figure 29: Change of concentration vs time of ET , V Ac and Cb species in
simulated environmental conditions.
Moisture uptake vs. time for a point P located in the middle of the
upper left part of the region occupied by the EVA layer, is shown in
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Fig.30 and presents an oscillating trend, tending towards a saturation
after about 5 years. The Physical units of all the concentarions are in
[mol/m−3].
Figure 30: Evolution of the concentration of H2O in the point P of the EVA
layer for simulated environmental conditions.
The predicted values at 20 years, R•(t = 20 years), U(t = 20 years),
H•(t = 20 years), Cb(t = 20 years), C•b (t = 20 years), Cbt(t = 20 years),
O2(t = 20 years) and H2O(t = 20 years) of the concentration vector
C(t = 20 years) = C20 years can now be used to make prediction for the
degradation process in controlled tests for durability.
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4.4.2 Numerical schemes for the simulation of accelerated
degradation
In the humidity-freeze test defined by the international standard IEC61215
(61215), PV modules are subjected to a cycling temperature from −40◦C
up to 85◦C according to the following ramps (see also the sketch in Fig.4.4.2):
T ∗(t) =

T ∗1
t∗1
t, 0 ≤ t < t∗1
T ∗1 , t
∗
1 ≤ t < t∗2
T ∗2 −
T ∗1 − T ∗2
t∗3 − t∗2
(t∗3 − t), t∗2 ≤ t < t∗3
T ∗2 , t
∗
3 ≤ t < t∗4
T ∗2
t∗5 − t∗4
(t∗5 − t), t∗4 ≤ t < t∗5
(4.4.5)
where T ∗1 = 85◦C , T ∗2 = −40◦C, and t∗1 = 0.5 h, t∗2 = 1.5 h, t∗3 = 2.5 h,
t∗4 = 3.5h, t∗5 = 4.5h. The relative humidity in the air is kept constant
Figure 31: Profile of T ∗ imposed inside the climate chamber during the
humidity-freeze test.
at 85% for the range of temperatures where its control is thermodynami-
cally feasible without condensation.
In this case, temperature inside the module and especially in the EVA
layer cannot be assumed homogeneous equal to the temperature inside
the climate chamber, since it is rapidly varying in time. Hence, in this
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case the temperature regime has to be solved and the EVA temperature
has to be considered as an additional variable of the problem governed
by the heat transfer diffusion equation to be coupled with the whole
reaction-diffusion system:
ρc
∂T
∂t
− κ∆T = QT (t) , in R× [0, tf ] (4.4.6)
where ρ [kg m−3], κ [W m−1K−1] and c [J kg−1K−1] denote respectively
the EVA density, its thermal conductivity and its heat capacity and QT
is the internal generated heat due to reactions given by the sum of the
following quantities:
QET = ∆H1k1(T )ET,
QR• = {∆H2k2(T ) + ∆H3k3(T )O2}R•,
QV Ac = {∆H4k4(T ) + ∆H5k5(T )}V Ac,
QCb = {∆H6k6(T ) + ∆H7k7(T )}Cb.
The model parameters ∆HI are taken from literature.
The test geometry is the same of the environmental simulation. Bound-
ary conditions are expressed in terms of temperature on the border of
EVA, ∂R:
T (t) = T ∗(t), in ∂R× [0, tf ], (4.4.8)
where T ∗(t) is given by the ramps defined in Eq.(4.4.5). The character-
istic velocity of the heat conduction process is ruled by the ratio κ/(ρc).
Typical values for EVA are ρ = 0.96 kg/m3, c = 1400 J/(kgK) and κ =
0.34 W/(mK). As compared with values of kinetic constants and dif-
fusivities found in the literature it has to be noticed that κ/(ρc) >> kI
and DJ . Hence, heat conduction inside the EVA is much faster than the
reaction-diffusion processes. From this observation, it is possible to split
the heat conduction dynamics from the others and propose the following
splitting technique:
1. Given the concentration vectorCn, computeQT and solve the ther-
mal problem:
ρc
Tn+1 − Tn
∆t
− κ∇2Tn+1 = QT ; (4.4.9)
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2. Given temperature Tn+1, compute the kinetic constants kI(Tn+1)
and diffusivities DJ(Tn+1) and solve the reaction-diffusion prob-
lem:
Cn+1 −Cn
∆t
+ div(D(Cn+1)∇Cn+1) = F(Cn+1). (4.4.10)
A sketch of the operations is provided in the Algorithm 3. The code
Input: kinetic and diffusion parameters:
k0I , EI ,∆HI , D
0
J , E
d
J , κ, ρ, c ;
Initialize: {C}1, T 1tol,norm = 1
Given {C}n, Tn
for n = 1, . . . , N time steps do
Compute kI(Tn), QT (Tn) ;
Solve the thermal problem:
ρc∂tT
n+1 − κ∇2Tn+1 = QT ;
Update temperature: Tn+1 ← Tn ;
Update kinetic constants and diffusivities:
kI(T
n+1), DJ(T
n+1) ;
while (norm ≥ tol) do
Update reaction vector and diffusion matrix
Fn+1(k) , D
n+1
(k) ;
Form the residual vector: {R}n+1(k) ;
Solve the linearized reaction-diffusion system:
{C}n+1(k) ← {C}n+1(k)
end
Update the concentration vector:
{C}n+1 ← {C}n ;
end
Algorithm 3: Splitting numerical scheme for the simulation of
degradation in the accelerated aging tests.
is runned for 800 cycles and the concentration vector C is computed.
We are interested in finding the minimum number of cycles to obtain a
vector of degradation products which is comparable with the reference
at 20 years C20 years in ambiental conditions. We observe that:
C/400 cycle ≈ C20 years, (4.4.11)
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so that for about less than 400 cycles the same amount of chemical prod-
ucts of the ambiental case at 20 years is reached. In the simulated aging
conditions, the diffusion process of water is much faster than in the en-
vironmental conditions due to the extremal boundary condition which
is subjected the H2O (85% of relative humidity RH% ). Comparing Fig-
Figure 32: Evolution of the concentration of H2O in the point P of the EVA
layer for accelerated aging conditions in climatic chamber.
ure 32 with (30), we observe that just after 15 cycles we have that the
water content in point P has reached the saturation level provided by
H2O
20years.
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Chapter 5
Advection-diffusion-
reaction systems in
Brinkman flows
5.1 Problem formulation
The coupled system of interest takes place in a bounded domain Ω ⊂ Rd,
d = 2, 3 with Lipschitz boundary. It can be derived from basic principles
of mass, momentum, and energy conservation, and it is written in terms
of the fluid velocity u = (u1, . . . , ud)T , the rescaled vorticity ω (vector
(ω1, ω2, ω3)
T if d = 3, or scalar ω if d = 2), the pressure p, and a vector
c = (c1, . . . , cm)
T of volumetric fraction or total dissolved concentration
of m distinct substances: For a.e. (x, t) ∈ ΩT := Ω× [0, T ],
∂tc+ (u · ∇)c− div(D(c)∇c) = G(c),
σu+
√
µ curlω +∇p = ρF (c),
ω =
√
µ curlu,
divu = 0,
(5.1.1)
where ρ, µ are the fluid density and viscosity, respectively σ(x) is inverse
permeability tensor, F represents the force exerted by the species on the
fluid motion, encoding also external forces, D is a (generally nonlinear)
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cross-diffusion matrix, andG contains the reaction kinetics (representing
production and degradation) of the species.
Model (5.1.1) assumes that changes in the chemical concentrations
do not influence thermophysical properties of the fluid such as viscosity
or density, but rather they are nonlinearly coupled by the source term
on the momentum equation. Conversely, we suppose that the viscous
flow affects the species dynamics by means of advection only. The model
also considers that the interaction of the species takes place in a porous
medium composed of a bed of light fixed particles. Equations (5.1.1) are
complemented with the following boundary and initial data:
(cuT −D(c)∇c)n = 0, u · n = u∂ , ω × n = ω∂ (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω× [0, T ],
c = c0 (x, t) ∈ Ω× {0},
representing that no flux occurs across the boundary (the species cannot
leave the medium), and that a slip velocity together with a compatible
vorticity trace are imposed along the domain boundary. These will be
assumed homogeneous in the rest of the presentation.
We proceed to derive a weak formulation for (5.1.1). First, let us in-
troduce the trial spaces where the weak solutions will live, and whose
natural regularity is indicated by the formulation below: c ∈ L2(0, T ;S),
∂tc ∈ L2(0, T ;S′), u ∈ L2(0, T ;V), ω ∈ L1(0, T ;W), and p ∈ L2(0, T ;Q);
with S := H1(Ω), V := H(div; Ω), W := H(curl; Ω) and Q = L20(Ω) =
{q ∈ L2(Ω) : ∫
Ω
q = 0}. The boundary conditions (5.1) suggest the fol-
lowing definition of the test spaces
S0 = {s ∈ S : s = 0 on ∂Ω}, V0 = {v ∈ V : v · n = 0 on ∂Ω},
W0 = {θ ∈W : θ × n = 0 on ∂Ω}.
The ADR equations are multiplied by s ∈ S0 and integrated by parts
over the spatial domain, the momentum equation for the flow is tested
against v ∈ V0 and integrated over Ω, the constitutive relation is tested
against θ ∈W0, and the mass conservation is multiplied by q ∈ Q. which
leads to the problem: For t ∈ (0, T ], find (c(t),u(t),ω(t), p(t)) ∈ S×V×
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W ×Q such that∫
Ω
[∂tc(t) + (u(t) · ∇)c] · s+
∫
Ω
D(c(t))∇c(t) : ∇s =
∫
Ω
G(c(t)) · s,∫
Ω
σu(t) · v +√µ
∫
Ω
curlω(t) · v −
∫
Ω
p(t) div v =
∫
Ω
ρF (c(t)) · v,
√
µ
∫
Ω
u(t) · curlθ −
∫
Ω
ω(t) · θ = 0,
−
∫
Ω
q divu(t) = 0,
(5.1.2)
for all s ∈ S0,θ ∈ W0,v ∈ V0, q ∈ Q. Setting χ = (c,u,ω, p)T , the
matrix form of (5.1.2) can be recast as follows
Ac 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 χ˙(t) +

D − G C 0 0
−F Au B1 −B2
0 B∗1 −Aω 0
0 −B∗2 0 0
χ(t) = 0,
(5.1.3)
where dashed lines separate sub-blocks associated to the ADR and Brinkman
systems, and the linear and nonlinear operators defining the matrix sys-
tem are given by:
[Ac(c), s] :=
∫
Ω
c · s, [D(c), s] :=
∫
Ω
D(c)∇c : ∇s,
[G(c), s] :=
∫
Ω
G(c) · s, [C(c);u, s] :=
∫
Ω
(u · ∇)c) · s,
[Au(u),v] :=
∫
Ω
σu · v, [B1(ω),v] :=
∫
Ω
√
µ curlω · v,
[B2(p),v] :=
∫
Ω
p div v, [Aω(ω),θ] :=
∫
Ω
ω · θ
[F(c),v] :=
∫
Ω
ρF (c) · v.
Here the diffusion, reaction, and forcing terms are assumed smooth enough:
D is positive, coercive, and continuous;G is continuous, uniformly bounded,
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and positivity preserving; and F is linear in c. More precise conditions
on the coefficients will be specified later on. Classical derivations of a
priori stability bounds will require an additional regularity for the veloc-
ity u ∈ L2(0, T ;V) ∩ L∞(0, T ;L∞(Ω)d) (see e.g. (JD83; RE80) for flow-
transport coupling in the context of miscible displacement in porous me-
dia).
Alternatively from (5.1.2), we can picture a formulation where an ad-
equate manipulation of the Brinkman equations allows a decoupling be-
tween the velocity, vorticity, and pressure blocks, under the assumption
of uniformly bounded permeability and homogeneous boundary con-
ditions for velocity and vorticity (see (VARB16)). In that case, (5.1.3) is
reformulated as:

Ac 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 χ˙(t) +

D − G C 0 0
−F1 Au 0 0
−F2 0 −Âω 0
−F3 0 0 Âp
χ(t) = 0,
(5.1.4)
where the modified blocks read:
[Âω(ω),θ] :=
∫
Ω
σω · θ +
∫
Ω
µ curlω · curlθ,
[F2(c),θ] :=
∫
Ω
√
µρF (c) · curlθ,
[Âp(p), q] :=
∫
Ω
∇p · ∇q, [F3(c), q] :=
∫
Ω
ρF (c) · ∇q,
[F1(c),v] :=
∫
Ω
(
ρF (c)−√µ curl ω˜ −∇p˜) · v,
and where ·˜ denotes an uncoupled quantity. Another crucial difference
with respect to (5.1.2), is that the pressure requires higher regularity (now
Q = H1(Ω)∩L02(Ω)), and that the velocity is only required inL2(0, T ;L2(Ω))
∩L∞(0, T ;L∞(Ω)d). Both Brinkman formulations lead to symmetric sys-
tems, which is a property that may be exploited by specialized precondi-
tioners and iterative solvers.
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5.1.1 A general operator splitting
5.1.2 Meshes and finite dimensional spaces
Let Th denote a simplicial decomposition of the spatial domain Ω into
elements K of maximum size h. For a fixed h > 0 we introduce finite di-
mensional subspaces for the k−th order approximation of the unknowns:
Sh ⊂ S, Vh ⊂ V, Wh ⊂W, and Qh ⊂ Q. The concentration and vortic-
ity finite element spaces assume the form
Sh = {sh ∈ S : sh|K ∈ [Pk+1]m(K), ∀K ∈ Th},
Wh = {θh ∈W : θh|K ∈ Nk+1(K), ∀K ∈ Th},
while, depending on whether the formulation (5.1.3) or (5.1.4) are used,
the finite element spaces for the velocity and pressure unknowns are de-
fined as:
Vh = {vh ∈ V : vh|K ∈ RTk(K), ∀K ∈ Th},
Qh = {qh ∈ L2(Ω) : qh|K ∈ Pk(K), ∀K ∈ Th},
or
Vh = {vh ∈ V : vh|K ∈ [Pk(K)]d, ∀K ∈ Th},
Qh = {qh ∈ H1(Ω) : qh|K ∈ Pk+1(K), ∀K ∈ Th},
respectively. Here RTk stands for the local Raviart-Thomas elements of
order k (H(div; Ω)-conforming), Nk is the local Ne´de´lec element of de-
gree k (H(curl; Ω)-conforming), and Pk is the local space of Lagrange
finite elements of order k. Spaces Sh and Wh are equipped with the fol-
lowing norms as in (VARB16):
‖sh‖2H1(Ω) := ‖sh‖2L2(Ω) + ‖∇sh‖2L2(Ω), ∀sh ∈ Sh,
|||θh|||21,µ := ‖θh‖2L2(Ω) + µ‖ curlθh‖2L2(Ω), ∀θh ∈Wh.
Notice that the vorticity norm is µ−dependent. The norms for the spaces
Vh and Qh defined by the first Brinkman formulation (5.1.3) are:
‖vh‖2H(div;Ω) := ‖vh‖2L2(Ω) + ‖ div vh‖2L2(Ω), ∀vh ∈ Vh,
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and the natural L2(Ω)−norm for Qh. On the other hand, for the sec-
ond set of Brinkman equations (5.1.4) we consider the usual L2(Ω)− and
H1(Ω)−norms for the spaces Vh and Qh, respectively.
The Galerkin method associated to (5.1.3) or (5.1.4) is presented in
what follows, using a partitioned solution approach.
5.1.3 Outer ADR-Brinkman splitting schemes
A straightforward splitting method consists in, starting from the initial
concentrations distribution, solving the flow equations and then pass the
computed velocity to advect the ADR system. For a backward Euler
time advancing scheme, and depending on which of the two Brinkman
solvers is considered (i.e., using (5.1.3) or (5.1.4)), the following steps are
applied at each time step tn + 1.
Solve the Flow problem in (5.1.3):
(B1) Given cnh , find (u
n+1
h ,ω
n+1
h , p
n+1
h ) ∈ Vh × Wh × Qh such that
∀vh ∈ Vh,0,θh ∈Wh,0, qh ∈ Qh,0:∫
Ω
σun+1h · vh +
√
µ
∫
Ω
curlωn+1h · vh −
∫
Ω
pn+1h div vh =
∫
Ω
ρF (cnh) · vh
√
µ
∫
Ω
un+1h · curlθh −
∫
Ω
ωn+1h · θh = 0
−
∫
Ω
qh divu
n+1
h = 0,
(5.1.5)
or solve the Flow problem in (5.1.4):
(B2) Given cnh
• First solve the pure vorticity problem: Find ωn+1h ∈Wh such that
∀θh ∈Wh,0∫
Ω
σωn+1h · θh + µ
∫
Ω
curlωn+1h · θh =
√
µ
∫
Ω
ρF (cnh) · curlθh,
(5.1.6)
• Then, solve the pure pressure problem:∫
Ω
∇pn+1h · ∇qh =
∫
Ω
ρF (cnh) · ∇qh ∀Qh (5.1.7)
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• Finally recover the velocity vector un+1h ∈ Vh as:
un+1h = σ
−1 (ρF (cnh)−
√
µ curlωnh −∇pnh) (5.1.8)
(ADR) Then, given un+1h solution of the Brinkman problem, Solve the
Advection-Reaction-Diffusion problem: find cn+1h ∈ Sh such that ∀sh ∈
S0,h :∫
Ω
cn+1h − cnh
∆t
· sh +
∫
Ω
(un+1h · ∇)cn+1h · sh
+
∫
Ω
D(cn+1h )∇cn+1h : ∇sh =
∫
Ω
G(cn+1h ) · sh.
(5.1.9)
Under suitable hypotheses it can be proven that both problems (B1),(B2)
and (ADR) admit unique solution respectively (un+1h ,ω
n+1
h , p
n+1
h ) and
cn+1h . The two solution strategies adopting either (B1) or (B2) lead to
outer schemes for the Brinkman-ADR problem of the type (B1-ADR) or
(B2-ADR). The inner solvers for the ADR equations will be made precise
in the sequel. Notice that, whereas the flow problem (B1) or (B2) is lin-
ear, this is not the case for the ADR problem, so that at each time step a
nested Newton-Raphson iterative scheme has to be employed to find an
approximation of cn+1h .
5.1.4 A priori estimates for the energy of the system
Let us recall the discrete Gronwall inequality
Lemma 5.1.1 If φ0 ≤ g0 and
φn ≤ g0 +
n−1∑
k=0
pk +
n−1∑
k=0
qkφk, ∀n ≥ 1,
then
φn ≤
(
g0 +
n−1∑
k=0
pk
)
exp
(
n−1∑
k=0
qk
)
, ∀n ≥ 1.
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The stability of the outer splitting method (B1)-(ADR) described in Sec-
tion 5.1.3 is established by the following a priori bound, written in terms
of the system’s discrete energy norm:
‖χnh‖2 := ‖unh‖2H(div;Ω) + |||ωnh|||21,µ + ‖pnh‖2L2(Ω) + ‖cnh‖2L2(Ω), ∀n ≥ 0.
Before stating the main result, recall another lemma which will be useful
later
Lemma 5.1.2 Let cnh ∈ Sh and assume that F (c) assumes the form F (c) =
(α·c)g, for a constant vectorα ∈ Rm and g = −e3. The solution (unh,ωnh, pnh) ∈
Vh×Wh×Qh of the Brinkman probem (5.1.5) exists and is unique. Moreover
there is a constant C > 0 independent of µ such that:
‖ph‖L2(Ω) ≤ C‖ρF (cnh)‖L2(Ω) = Cρ‖α‖‖cnh‖L2(Ω). (5.1.10)
The proof of this result can be found in (VARB16) and it is a consequence
of the inf-sup condition: stating that exists a constant β > 0 such that:
sup
vh∈Vh
vh 6=0
|[B2(qh),vh]|
‖vh‖H(div;Ω) ≥ β‖qh‖L
2(Ω), ∀qh ∈ Qh. (5.1.11)
Theorem 5.1.3 Let χnh = (c
n
h,u
n
h,ω
n
h, p
n
h), ∀n = 0, . . . , NT be the solution of
the outer splitting defined by (5.1.5)-(5.1.9) in (B1-ADR). Suppose that F (c) =
(α · c)g, for constant α ∈ Rm and g = −e3, and assume that there exists
Dmin > 0 such that sT (D(s)s) ≥ Dmin‖s‖2 for all s. Then, there exist
a constant C(σ, ρ,α) > 0 and positive non-decreasing functions C0(tn+1),
C1(t
n+1), such that, for each time step tn:
‖χn+1h ‖2 + 2∆tD2min
n∑
k=0
‖∇ck+1h ‖2L2(Ω) ≤ C0(tn+1)‖c0h‖2L2(Ω)+
C1(t
n+1)
n∑
k=0
‖G(ck+1h )‖2L2(Ω) + C(σ, ρ,α)‖cnh‖2L2(Ω).
In particular, if ‖G(c)‖L2(Ω) ≤ G for a given G ≥ 0, then, at each timestep the
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energy norm admits the following bound
‖χnh‖2 ≤ ‖χ0h‖2
NT∑
k=0
Ck(σ, ρ,α)C0(t
NT−k) + CNT (σ, ρ,α)‖χ0h‖2+
G2
NT∑
k=0
Ck(σ, ρ,α)(NT − k)C1(tNT−k)
Proof. Using integration by parts we observe that the convective term in
(5.1.9) can be rewritten in the skew-symmetric form:∫
Ω
(un+1h ·∇)cn+1h ·sh =
1
2
∫
Ω
(un+1h ·∇)cn+1h ·sh−
1
2
∫
Ω
(un+1h ·∇)sh ·cn+1h .
Next, testing equation (5.1.9) with sh = cn+1h ∈ Sh and using Young’s
inequality we have:
1
2
‖cn+1h ‖2L2(Ω) + ∆tDmin‖∇cn+1h ‖2L2(Ω)
≤ 1
2
‖cnh‖2L2(Ω) +
∆t
2
‖G(cn+1h )‖2L2(Ω) +
∆t
2
‖cn+1h ‖2L2(Ω),
and summing up for k = 0, . . . , n− 1 implies that
1
2
‖cnh‖2L2(Ω) + ∆tDmin
n−1∑
k=0
‖∇ck+1h ‖2L2(Ω)
≤ 1
2
‖c0h‖2L2(Ω) +
∆t
2
n−1∑
k=0
‖G(ck+1h )‖2L2(Ω) +
∆t
2
n−1∑
k=0
‖ck+1h ‖2L2(Ω).
(5.1.12)
Applying Lemma 5.1.1 we can then write:
‖cnh‖2L2(Ω) ≤ exp (tn)
{
‖c0h‖2L2(Ω) + ∆t
n−1∑
k=0
‖G(ck+1h )‖2L2(Ω)
}
, ∀n ≥ 1.
Using this for n+1, and substituting back in the last term of (5.1.12), after
collecting terms we obtain that there are two functionsC0(tn+1), C1(tn+1) >
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0 such that the following estimate holds:
‖cn+1h ‖2L2(Ω) + 2∆tDmin
n∑
k=0
‖∇ck+1h ‖2L2(Ω) ≤ C0(tn+1)‖c0h‖2L2(Ω)+
C1(t
n+1)
n∑
k=0
‖G(ck+1h )‖2L2(Ω).
(5.1.13)
On the other hand, regarding the Brinkman problem, we proceed to test
(5.1.5) against
vh = u
n+1
h + c1
√
µ curlωn+1h ∈ V0,h, θh = −ωn+1h ∈W0,h,
qh = −pn+1h − c2 divun+1h ∈ Qh,
where c1 and c2 are positive constants to be determined. Summing up in
(5.1.5) we have:
σ‖un+1h ‖2L2(Ω) +
∫
Ω
σc1
√
µun+1h · curlωn+1h +
∫
Ω
√
µ curlωn+1h · un+1h +
c1µ‖ curlωn+1h ‖2L2(Ω) −
∫
Ω
pn+1h divu
n+1
h −
∫
Ω
pn+1h c1
√
µdiv curlωn+1h −∫
Ω
√
µun+1h · curlωn+1h + ‖ωn+1h ‖2L2(Ω) +
∫
Ω
pn+1h divu
n+1
h +
c2‖divun+1h ‖2L2(Ω) =
∫
Ω
ρF (cnh) · un+1h +
∫
Ω
c1
√
µρF (cnh) · curlωn+1h ,
and then applying Young’s inequality gives:
c1
√
µ
∫
Ω
σun+1h · curlωn+1h ≥−
σmin
2
‖un+1h ‖2L2(Ω)
− c
2
1σ
2
max
2σmin
µ‖ curlωn+1h ‖2L2(Ω),
and ∫
Ω
ρF (cn+1h ) · un+1h ≤
σmin
4
‖un+1h ‖2L2(Ω) +
ρ2
σmin
‖α‖2‖cnh‖2L2(Ω),∫
Ω
c1
√
µρF (cnh) · curlωn+1h ≤
c21µ
2
‖ curlωn+1h ‖2L2(Ω) +
ρ2
2
‖α‖2‖cnh‖2L2(Ω).
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Because div curl is the zero operator, we have that F (cnh) = (α · cnh)g,
and collecting terms we obtain:
c1
{
1− c1
2
(
σ2max
σmin
+ 1
)}
µ‖ curlωn+1h ‖2L2(Ω) + ‖ωn+1h ‖2L2(Ω)+
σmin
4
‖un+1h ‖2L2(Ω) + c2‖ divun+1h ‖2L2(Ω) ≤ ρ2‖α‖2
(
1
σmin
+
1
2
)
‖cnh‖2L2(Ω).
Notice that the term involving the norm of pressure has disappeared.
Taking c1 = σmin(σ2max+σmin) , c2 =
σmin
4 we obtain that there exists a constant
C˜(σ, ρ,α) > 0 such that:
‖un+1h ‖2L2(Ω) + ‖ divun+1h ‖2L2(Ω) + ‖ωn+1h ‖2L2(Ω)
+ µ‖ curlωn+1h ‖2L2(Ω) ≤ C˜(σ, ρ,α)‖cnh‖2L2(Ω).
The next step consists in recovering an estimate for the norm of the so-
lution of the Brinkman problem involving the pressure norm. This is
done via Lemma 5.1.2, from which we obtain that there is a constant
C(σ, ρ,α) > 0 such that:
‖unh‖2H(div;Ω) + |||ωnh|||21,µ + ‖pnh‖2L2(Ω) ≤ C(σ, ρ,α)‖cnh‖2L2(Ω). (5.1.14)
Combining estimates (5.1.13) and (5.1.14) we have the desired result. 
5.2 Dedicated partitioned schemes for the ADR
equations
We now address the numerical solution of the nonlinear ADR problem
(5.1.9). Based on the structure of the nonlinear diffusion matrix D(c)
and of the reaction vectorG(c) = (G1(c), . . . , Gm(c)), diverse techniques
can be employed. Let {ϕi : i = 1, . . . , NSh} be the vector-valued basis
of shape functions of the finite element space for the concentration Sh,
whereNSh = dim(Sh). Then we denote the finite element approximation
of the concentration vector as:
ch(x, t
n) =
NSh∑
i=1
Ci(t
n)ϕi(x) =
MSh∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
Cji (t
n)ϕji (x), (5.2.1)
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where MSh =
NSh
m
and Cji represents the j-th component of ch at the
mesh node i and we regrouped the basis vectors as ϕ1i = (ϕi, · · · , 0)T ,
. . ., ϕmi = (0, · · · , ϕi)T .
The algebraic form of (5.1.9) is derived by substituting in the weak for-
mulation the expression (5.2.1) and the analogous form for the test func-
tion. First we will focus on a monolithic solver for the ADR system based
on a Newton method with full Jacobian.
5.2.1 A fully implicit Newton-Raphson method
From (5.1.9) the following nonlinear algebraic system must be solved at
each time-step tn+1:(
Ac
∆t
+ C(un+1h ) +D(C
n+1)
)
Cn+1 = G˜(Cn+1) +
1
∆t
Cn (5.2.2)
where the global nodal concentration vector in RNSh and the reaction
vector are:
(Cn)i = C
n
i , (G˜(C))i =
∫
Ω
G
NSh∑
k=1
Ckϕk
ϕi i = 1, . . . , NSh ,
(5.2.3)
and matrices Ac, C, D in RNSh × RNSh are given by:
(Ac)ij =
∫
Ω
ϕj ·ϕi, (C)ij =
∫
Ω
(
un+1h · ∇
)
ϕj ·ϕi,
(D(C))ij =
∫
Ω
D
NSh∑
k=1
Ckϕk
∇ϕj : ∇ϕi. (5.2.4)
Notice that the convection matrixC depends on the velocity vector un+1h ,
solution of the Brinkman problem computed at the previous stage of the
splitting scheme so that it is constant with respect to the unknown con-
centration vector cn+1h . The nonlinearity of system (5.2.2) resides in the
diffusion matrix D and in the reaction vector G˜ which are functions of
the unknown vector cn+1h . We introduce the monolithic ADR residual
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vector:
Rn(C) :=
(
Ac
∆t
+ C(un+1h ) +D(C)
)
C− G˜(C)− Ac
∆t
Cn,
and realize that solving (5.2.2) is equivalent to solveRn(Cn+1) = 0. With
this purpose, we employ the Newton-Raphson iterative procedure: Sup-
pose that at time tn and k-th iteration of the Newton-Raphson method,
we are given an approximation Cn+1,k of the concentration vector Cn+1,
then we solve the following linear system in the correction δC and up-
date as:(
Ac
∆t
+ C(un+1h ) + D˜(C
n+1,k)− ∂G˜
∂C
(Cn+1,k)
)
δC = −Rn(Cn+1,k),
Cn+1,k+1 = Cn+1,k + δC,
where the matrices D˜ and ∂G˜/∂C arise form the linearization of the dif-
fusion matrix and the reaction vector, respectively, and are given by:
(D˜(C))ij = Dij(C) +
NSn∑
k=1
(∫
Ω
∂
∂c
D(C)ϕj∇ϕk : ∇ϕi
)
Ck,
(
∂G˜
∂C
(C))ij =
∫
Ω
ϕTj ∇G(C)ϕi
(5.2.5)
and the matrix
∂
∂c
D(C)ϕj is a shorthand notation for
m∑
s=1
∂D
∂cs
(C)ϕsj .
The Newton-Raphson system (??) for the full monolithic ADR can be
reformulated as a variational problem for the finite element correction
vector δch, leading to the following solver for the ADR system:
(ADR1): Given a velocity un+1h , a solution c
n
h of the ADR at time t
n, and the
approximate solution cn+1,kh at the k-th iteration of the Newton-
Raphson method for the full monolithic ADR system, find δch ∈
Sh,0 such that:(
1
∆t
Ac + C(un+1h ) + dDcn+1,kh − dGcn+1,kh
)
δch = −Rn(cn+1,kh ),
(5.2.6)
and update cn+1,k+1h = c
n+1,k
h + δch, until ‖δch‖L2(Ω) ≤ tol.
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The linear and bilinear operators in the variational problem (5.2.6) are
given by:
[Rn(c), s] := 1
∆t
[Ac(c− cn), s] + [C(c);un+1h , s] + [D(c), s]− [G(c), s],
[dDc(δc), s] :=
∫
Ω
D(c)∇δc : ∇s+
∫
Ω
∂
∂c
D(c)δc ∇c : ∇s,
[dGc(δc), s] :=
∫
Ω
sT∇G(c)δc.
(5.2.7)
We stress that in problem (5.2.6) we require that the unknown δch =
cn+1,k+1h − cn+1,kh is in Sh,0, because it must be zero at the boundaries
where the Dirichlet conditions apply. To obtain an adequate initial guess
cn+1,0h we can solve, at the beginning of the Newton-Raphson scheme, a
simplified linear problem, typically withD(cnh) andG(c
n
h).
The (ADR1) solver for the full ADR system using Newton-Raphson
method is combined with a flow solver (B1) or (B2), leading to a global
solution scheme for the problem, denoted as (B1/B2-ADR1). The steps
of the solution strategy of our problem using the (B1/B2-ADR1) are sum-
marized in Algorithm 4.
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Data: σ, µ, ρ, α,D,G, ∆t, N , tol ;
Initialize: u0h, ω
0
h, p
0
h, c
0
h ;
for n = 1, . . . , N time steps do
Given cnh , solve the Brinkman system (B1): Au B1 B2B∗1 −Aω 0
−B∗2 0 0

 un+1hωn+1h
pn+1h
 =
 F1(cnh)0
0
 ;
or its split counterpart (B2):
• Âωωn+1h = F2(cnh),
• Âppn+1h = F3(cnh),
• un+1h ← A−1u F1(cnh);
Update: un+1h ← unh ; ωn+1h ← ωnh ; pn+1h ← pnh ;
Given un+1h , solve the full ADR system via Newton-Raphson (ADR1):
Initialize: cn+1,0h ;
while ‖δc‖L2(Ω) ≥ tol do
Solve the linearized ADR equations monolithically:(
1
∆t
Ac + C(un+1h ) + dDcn+1,k
h
− dG
c
n+1,k
h
)
δch = −Rn(cn+1,kh ),
Update: cn+1,k+1h ← cn+1,kh + δch;
end
Update: cn+1h ← cnh ;
end
Algorithm 4: Staggered procedure (B1/B2-ADR1) for the Brinkman
problem solved with either (B1) or (B2) and the full ADR problem
solved with (ADR1).
5.2.2 Inner splitting of the ADR system
When the diffusion matrixD is constant and the reaction termG(c) leads
to highly stiff systems, it is convenient to split the ADR dynamics into a
pure advection-diffusion phase and into a pure reaction phase. This im-
plies we solve problem (5.1.9) separating the nonlinear term due to reac-
tionG(c), which defines a nonlinear system of ODEs, from the (typically
more regular and smooth) advection-diffusion process. This method is
denoted (ADR2) and consists in solving the ADR system in two steps
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(ADR2): – Pure advection-diffusion phase: Givenun+1h and c
n
h , find c
n+1,∗
h
in Sh solution of the linear problem:∫
Ω
cn+1,∗h − cnh
∆t
· sh +
∫
Ω
(un+1h · ∇)cn+1,∗h · sh
+
∫
Ω
D∇cn+1,∗ : ∇sh = 0 ∀sh ∈ S0,h.
(5.2.8)
– Pure reaction phase: Setting cnh = c
n+1,∗
h , solve the nonlinear
problem:∫
Ω
cn+1h − cnh
∆t
· sh =
∫
Ω
G(cn+1h ) · sh ∀sh ∈ S0,h. (5.2.9)
Problems (5.2.8) and (5.2.9) are discretized using the same notations (5.2.4)
and (5.2.3) for matrices and vectors as in the previous section. The non-
linear algebraic system equivalent to the pure reaction phase (5.2.9), that
must be solved at each time iteration tn+1 is given by:
Ac
∆t
Cn+1 =
Ac
∆t
Cn + G˜(Cn+1), (5.2.10)
where matrices and vectors Ac, Cn and G˜ are defined in (5.2.4), (5.2.3).
System (5.2.10) can be solved iteratively using the Newton-Raphson method.
With this aim we define the residual R∗,n of the pure reaction phase as
R∗,n :=
Ac
∆t
Cn+1 − Ac
∆t
Cn − G˜(Cn+1),
and again we notice that solving (5.2.10) is equivalent to solveR∗,n(Cn+1) =
0. Given an approximate solution of the system (5.2.10) Cn+1,k at iter-
ation k, one solves the Newton-Raphson system for the pure reaction
problem: (
Ac
∆t
− ∂G˜
∂C
(Cn+1,k)
)
δC = −R∗,n(Cn+1,k),
Cn+1,k+1 = Cn+1,k + δC.
(5.2.11)
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System (5.2.11) can be rewritten as a variational problem for the finite
element correction δch. Given cnh and the approximate solution c
n+1,k
h at
k−th iteration, the problem is to find δch ∈ S0,h such that:(Ac
∆t
− dGcn+1,kh
)
δch = −R∗,n(cn+1,kh ).
The operator dGc is given in (5.2.7), while the linear operator correspond-
ing to the pure-reaction residual vector is:
[Rn,∗(c), s] := 1
∆t
[Ac(c− cn), s]− [G(c), s].
Notice that if the reaction vectorG is zero and the diffusion matrix is con-
stant, then the (ADR2) solver reduces to a pure linear advection-diffusion
problem (5.2.8). A global solver for the Brinkman-ADR problem is then
obtained combining one of the two Brinkman solvers (B1) or (B2) and
(ADR2). These solution strategies are summarized in Algorithm 5.
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Data: σ, µ, ρ, α,D,G, ∆t, N , tol ;
Initialize: u0h, ω
0
h, p
0
h, c
0
h ;
for n = 1, . . . , N time steps do
Given cnh , solve the Brinkman system (B1): Au B1 B2B∗1 −Aω 0
−B∗2 0 0

 un+1hωn+1h
pn+1h
 =
 F1(cnh)0
0
 ;
or its split counterpart (B2):
• Âωωn+1h = F2(cnh),
• Âppn+1h = F3(cnh),
• un+1h ← A−1u F1(cnh);
Update: un+1h ← unh ; ωn+1h ← ωnh ; pn+1h ← pnh ;
Given un+1h , solve the advection-diffusion phase:(Ac + C(un+1h ) +D) cn+1,∗h = 0 ;
Initialize: cn+1,0h = c
n+1,∗
h ;
Solve the pure reaction phase via Newton-Raphson:
while ‖δch‖L2(Ω) ≥ tol do
Solve the linearized reaction problem:(Ac
∆t
− dG
c
n+1,k
h
)
δch −R∗,n(cn+1,kh );
Update: cn+1,k+1h ← cn+1,k+1h + δch;
end
Update:
cn+1h ← cnh ;
end
Algorithm 5: Staggered procedure (B1/B2-ADR2) for the Brinkman
problem solved with either (B1) or (B2) and the full ADR problem
solved with (ADR2).
5.3 Numerical tests
This section contains a collection of numerical examples serving as vali-
dation of the coupling strategies discussed in Section 5.1.3, and illustrat-
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ing the behavior of the model in applications of wide interest.
5.3.1 Double-diffusion in porous cavities
First, we perform a series of computations with a double-diffusive model
governing the interaction between the concentration of brine (field c1),
temperature (encoded in c2), and immiscible flow in saturated porous
media (see (Ac13; QSM16)). The problem under consideration is a square
cavity Ω = (0, 1)2 filled by a fluid-saturated porous medium. The left and
right vertical walls are maintained at different uniform temperatures and
concentrations respectively cleft2 = cleft1 = 0 and c
right
2 = c
right
1 = 1. The
horizontal walls are assumed adiabatic and insulated (that is, no-flux
boundary conditions are set for the ADR system). Slip velocity condi-
tions (i.e., zero normal velocities) and zero vorticity are imposed every-
where on the boundary, and the coupled system adopts the form (5.1.1)
where diffusion, reaction, permeability, and forcing terms are defined as:
D(c) =
 1Le Pr 0
0
Rk
Pr
 , G(c) = 0, σ = 1
Da
, F (c) = Gr(c2 + Nc1)g,
respectively. The remaining coefficients assume the values Da =, Gr =,
N =, Rk =, Pr =, Le =, g = (0,−1)T , µ =, ρ = 1.
The buoyancy term N can be considered as a measure of the strength
of the coupling between the flow and the ADR problem. Moreover, once
u is given, the ADR equations conforms a linear problem in which the
reaction vector is zero, therefore representing a suitable benchmark to
test the efficiency of the splitting method (B1)/(B2)-(ADR2).
In order to investigate the robustness of the proposed (B1-ADR2)
splitting method with respect to the coupling strength, we fix the pa-
rameters Le = 10, µ = Λ = 1, Da =1E-3, Rk = 1, Pr = 0.71,  = 0.5,
Ra = 100, Gr = Ra/(PrDa), we use a timestep ∆t =1E-3 and a struc-
tured grid of meshsize h = 1/100, and let the buoyancy term N vary. By
χMONOh and χ
SPLIT
h we will denote the finite element solution (at the final
time T = 0.5) generated by the fully monolithic approach, and the opera-
tor splitting method (B1-ADR2), respectively. A comparison is then per-
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Figure 33: Example 1A. Double diffusion in a porous cavity, 2D case. Ap-
proximate solutions at the final time (brine concentration, temperature,
pressure, velocity components, and vorticity).
formed in terms of the evolution of global errors defined as theL2− norm
of the difference between the two solutions εh(χ) = ‖χMONOh − χSPLITh ‖,
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(a) (b)
Figure 34: Example 1A. (a) Evolution of the norm of the solution χh in the
Double diffusion problem with high bouyancy term N = 10 using both the
Monolithic and the proposed (B1)-(ADR2) splitting. Evolution of the error
ε(χh) between the solution obtained using the Monolithic and the Splitting
method (B1)-(ADR2) for N = {0, 2, 5, 19}.
where the approximation produced by the monolithic method is consid-
ered as a reference solution. In Figure 34 we report the temporal evo-
lution of εh(χ) for different values of the buoyancy N ∈ {0, 2, 5, 10}.
As N increases, the error grows, implying that the coupling strength af-
fects substantially the quality of the solution generated by the segregated
solver. For reference we also depict each individual field of the numeri-
cal solution generated with the splitting method, shown at the final time
T = 0.5, in Figure 33.
The results of the finite element model proposed are compared with
published results on the purely thermal problem (decoupled thermal and
mass N = 0). Consider the square domain Ω = (0, 1)2 and set the bound-
ary conditions as:
c1 = c2 = 1 : x = 0, c1 = c2 = 0 : x = 1, u = 0 : ∂Ω.
We fix the parameters N = 0, Le = 10, µ = Λ = 1, Rk = 1, Pr = 0.71,
 = 0.5, Ra = 100, Gr = Ra/(PrDa) and let vary Da ∈ {10−1, 10−3, 10−5}
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and Ra ∈ {100, 200}. The comparisons are based on the average Nusselt
and Sherwood numbers:
Nu = −
∫ 1
0
∂c1
∂x
|x=0 dy, Sh = −
∫ 1
0
∂c2
∂x
|x=0 dy. (5.3.1)
The (B1-ADR2) scheme is used on a regular mesh containing 20000 tri-
angles, considering a timestep of ∆t = 0.01 and the system is run until
T = 2. The computed numbers are collected in Table 3.
Da Ra Ref. Nu Comp. Nu Ref. Sh Comp. Sh
10−1 100 1.52 1.52 5.56 5.60
200 2.07 2.10 7.32 7.50
10−3 100 2.96 3.01 12.33 11.90
200 4.43 4.64 17.58 16.57
10−5 100 3.11 3.13 13.40 13.25
200 4.96 5.01 19.52 19.25
Table 3: Example 1A. Average Nusselt and Sherwood numbers Nu and Sh
obtained with the (B1-ADR2) splitting in the case of decoupled mass and
heat transfer processes (N = 0, Le = 10) and comparison against reference
results published in Shao et al. (QSM16).
Next we carry out a simulation of double-diffusion-driven natural
convection in a porous 3D enclosure. The problem setting follows (JK13b).
The splitting method used is (B2)-(ADR2) with the second Brinkman
solver.
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Figure 35: Example 1B. Double diffusion in a porous enclosure, 3D case.
Approximate solutions at the final time (brine concentration, temperature,
pressure, velocity streamlines, velocity magnitude, and vorticity magni-
tude).
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5.3.2 Exothermic reaction-diffusion in porous media
Let us now consider a rectangular domain Ω = (0, L)×(0, H) and endow
(5.1.1) with the following specification of diffusion, reaction, permeabil-
ity and forcing terms, respectively:
D(c) =
(
1 0
0 Le
)
, G(c) = Da f(c1)
(−1
1
)
, σ =
1
Da
, F (c) = (γT −c1)g,
(5.3.2)
where f(c1) = 36c1(κ + 7c1)(1 − c1)2 and g = (0,−1)T. Denoting c1
and c2 respectively as concentration of solutal and temperature inside
the fluid, the dynamical system defined by (5.1.1) and (5.3.2) represents a
two-dimensional porous medium with the gravity field along the stream-
wise direction, in which solutal and thermal density have compeating
behavior. Let us consider initial conditions are concentrated near the top
of the rectangular region:
c0i (x, y) =
{
0.999 + ζi(0.001) if H −  ≤ y ≤ H,
0 otherwise
, i = 1, 2, (5.3.3)
where ζ1, ζ2 are random variabes uniformly distributed in the interval
[0, 1]. The resulting chemical front moves downwards invading the fresh
reactants. Instability results from the competition between solutal and
thermal effects through the kinetic term f(c1) and the buoyancy term
(γT − c1)g. Downward traveling fronts are buoyantly unstable and de-
velop solutal density fingers in time. Numerical values for (5.3.2) are
H = 1000, L = 2000,∆t = 40, Tf = 8000, Le = 8, Da = 0.001, γT = 5
Because the diffusion matrix is constant and the reaction term is highly
nonlinear, we numerically solve this problem using the splitting (B1)-
(ADR2).
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Figure 36: Example 2. Exothermic fingers within porous media. Snapshots
of concentration c1 at different times.
The domain is discretized into 26848 elements with 13675 vertices.
The number of degrees of freedom for the Brinkman problem is 81045,
while for the ADR is 27350. In Figure 37 we report on the CPU times
for solving the Brinkman-ADR problem defined by (5.3.2) using the (B1-
ADR2) solver with the inner splitting of the ADR problem into a pure
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Figure 37: Example 2. Evolution of the required CPU time for the solution of
the Brinkman problem using (B1) and for the ADR problem using the sub-
splitting into a pure Advection-Diffusion phase and a pure Reaction phase
(ADR2) at each time step. Number of Newton-Raphson iteration needed to
reach convergence in the pure Reaction phase with a fixed tolerance tol=
1e− 10.
advection-diffusion phase and into a pure reaction phase (ADR2). We
notice that the computational cost of the nonlinear, pure reaction phase
is much higher than that of the linear advection-diffusion phase. As a
matter of fact, the rate of convergence of the Newton-Raphson iterative
procedure to solve the former is only linear in the sense that ‖cn+1,k+1h −
cn+1,kh ‖L2(Ω) ≈1E-k (i.e. to reach k digits of precision in the solution of
the pure reaction problem approximately k Newton-Raphson iterations
are needed), as shown in Figure 37. The evolution of the norms of the
gradient of the concentration, is shown in Figure 38.
In correspondence with the developing of finger instabilities, there is
a peak in ‖∇ch‖L2(Ω) and a subsequent decay towards a spatially homo-
geneous configuration.
5.3.3 Bioconvection of oxytactic bacteria
Let us consider a rectangular box where both bacteria and oxygen coex-
ist within a porous array of fixed particles, filled with an incompressible
fluid. After removing the top lid of the box, an interaction between bac-
teria and the diffusion of oxygen into the liquid onsets the formation of
high bacterial concentrations moving towards the bottom of the box. As
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Figure 38: Example 2. Evolution of the norm of the gradient ‖∇ch‖L2(Ω) .
proposed in (HP96), an adequate model for this phenomenon is (5.1.1)
with a cross-diffusion term, where we identify the concentration of bac-
teria with the field c1 and that of oxygen with c2 and
D(c) =
(
D1 −αr(c2)c1
0 D2
)
, G(c) =
(
0
−βr(c2)
)
, F (c) = γc1g,
σ =
1
Sc
,
(5.3.4)
where r(c2) = 12 (1 + (c2 − c∗2)/
√
(c2 − c∗2)2 + ε2), g = (0,−1)T and c∗ =
0.3 is a fixed threshold and ε2 is a regularizing parameter.
It is known (see (HP96)) that for suitable parameters, the solution of
the ADR problem (c1, c2) converges to a homogeneous in x steady state
solution of the following system:
∆c1 = α∇ · [c1r(c2)∇c2], δ∆c2 = βr(c2)c1,
where δ = D2/D1. Consider a rectangular domain Ω = [0, 2]× [0, 1] and
initial conditions given by:
c01(x, y) =
{
1 if y ≥ 0.501− 0.01(sin((x− 0.5)pi),
0.5 otherwise
, c02(x, y) = 1
Fixing parameters β = 10, δ = 1, γ = 418 and Sc = 7700 and vary-
ing α leads to such a quasi-stationary solution. We used the Brinkman-
ADR splitting (B1)-(ADR1) to solve this problem numerically running
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Figure 39: Example 3A. Vertical profiles of (left) cell density c1,h and (right)
oxygen c2,h at t = 0.22 for β = 10, δ = 1, γ = 418, Sc = 7700, and
α = {1, 2, 5.952}.
the code untill convergence to a seady-state solution, using ∆t = 10−3.
The vertical profiles of the cell c1 density and oxygen c2 at t = 0.22 for
α = {1, 2, 5.952} are shown in Figure 39.
As the value of α increases (β and δ fixed), the cell density near the
surface increases, the cells vacate the lower regions of the chamber more
rapidly, and less overall oxygen consumption occurs in these regions.
These are in qualitative agreement with Figure 7 in (JK13a).
For α = 10, β = 10, γ = 1000, δ = 5 and Sc = 500 we run the code
using (B1)-(ADR1) solver. The solution of the ADR shows bioconvection
patterns evolving in time. At around t = 0.2 the solution starts devel-
oping instabilities, at t = 0.25 a drop of bacterial concentration c1 starts
falling down and hits the bottom of the chamber at t = 0.3.
In Figure 41 (left) is reported the scaled norm of the solution ‖χh‖2.
It is evident that ‖χh‖2 has a pick in correspondence of the developing
of instabilities of the solution due to spatial inhomogeneity. In Figure 41
(right) is shown the number of Newton-Raphson iteration to find a solu-
tion of the ADR monolithic system in solver (ADR1) with an error less
than a tolerance tol = 10−13. We can observe an increase of the number
of iteration when the solution starts to be unstable due to the strongest
nonlinearity behaviour of the system.
The second round of simulations is performed on a 3D setting. We
consider a cylindrical geometry of radius 1 and height 0.75, discretized
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Figure 40: Example 3A. Snapshots at mid (top) and advanced (bottom)
times of cell density, oxygen concentration, velocity magnitude, vorticity,
and pressure.
into a tetrahedral mesh of 169392 cells and 29109 points. The configura-
tion of the governing equations and specification of constant and vari-
able coefficients is given as follows: α = 0.25, β = 1.5, γ = 1500,
D1 = 0.005, D2 = 0.4, S = 7700, σ = S−1 × 1 E 6, s? = 0.3, µ = 2. A
fixed timestep of ∆t = 5 E-4 is used, and we test the capabilities of differ-
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Figure 41: Example 3A. Plot of the (rescaled) norm of the solution χh over
time (left) and number of Newton-Raphson iterations in the solution of the
ADR system using (ADR1) solver (right).
ent partitioned coupling methods (B1)/(B2)-(ADR1) based on the mono-
lithic and the splitting Brinkman solvers (B1) and (B2) defined by (5.1.3)
and (5.1.4), respectively. For the first coupling (B1)-(ADR1), the solve in-
volves the preliminary assembly of the Brinkman system (arising from
a finite element discretization using lowest order Raviart-Thomas ap-
proximation of velocity, first degree Ne´de´lec elements for vorticity, and
piecewise constants for pressure) representing 678020 degrees of free-
dom, and the assembly of the ADR equations, where the piecewise lin-
ear discretization of the bacteria and oxygen concentrations leads to a
system of 58218 unknowns. The second coupling strategy (B2)-(ADR1)
has a Brinkman solve split into a vorticity matrix of size 193724 (also us-
ing Ne´de´lec finite elements), a pressure solution with 29109 degrees of
freedom, and a matrix-vector multiplication to project the reconstructed
velocity on the Raviart-Thomas space. This second coupling (B2) results
in a much more attractive strategy, especially in view of 3D cases, as the
vorticity is a vector field. As a reference, let us point out that the mono-
lithic solver (B1) requires the assembly and solution (at each Newton
step) of a system with 736238 degrees of freedom. We simulate the evolu-
tion of the system starting from an initial uniform oxygen concentration
c2 = 1 and an initial distribution of bacteria packed in a ball of radius
0.2 and placed near the top of the vessel. Snapshots of the concentra-
tion of bacteria and the associated flow patterns, computed with the first
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staggered solution method, are portrayed in Figure 43. We observe that
as the bacteria propagate downwards, the velocity and vorticity fields
indicate recirculating zones following the high gradients of c1, whereas
the pressure exhibits smooth transitions from high to low values on the
bottom and top of the domain, respectively. As soon as the high bacteria
concentration reaches the bottom of the vessel (ocurrying approximately
at t = 0.2), the dynamics of the system implies a slightly loosleier cou-
pling between flow and transport. This is particularly noticed in the top
right plot of Figure 42, where the CPU times for assembly and solution
of the Brinkman and ADR systems displays a slight step down happen-
ing around t = 0.2. The timings reported in the top panels of the figure
encompass the RHS assembly and solution for the Brinkman equations,
and the assembly of the stiffness matrix and solution of the ADR equa-
tions. On top of these values, the initial assembly of the stiffness matrix
of the Brinkman problem and the RHS of the ADR equations represents
an average of additional 124.91 time units for the first partitioned solver
(B1), and 28.31 time units for the second decoupling strategy (B2). In
general, the CPU time for the flow solution is roughly half that for the
transport. We also observe that for the second coupling the CPU usage
for the total solution is approximately 75% lower than the one in the first
coupling. The second row of Figure 42 presents the history of bacteria
concentration, oxygen quantity, and vorticity magnitude computed on
the point (x0, y0, z0) = (0.6, 0.6, 0.6), indicating that the solution itself
differs from one coupling to the other. In particular, the second coupling
(B2) produces a slower decay of the bacteria concentration and vorticity
fronts.
As last example case, we study the solution of the bioconvection sys-
tem defined by (5.1.1) and (5.3.4) with parameters:
α = 5, β = 20, γ = 2× 1e3, D1 = 5, D2 = 1, Sc = 500,
in a rectangular region Ω = [−3, 3] × [0, 1]. As initial data, we consider
homogeneous initial data with a random perturbation in the cell concen-
tration
c01(x, y) = 0.8 + ζ(0.2), c
0
2(x, y) = 1,
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Figure 42: Example 3B. Evolution of the required CPU time (adiemensional
units) for the solution of the flow and transport problems at each time step
(solid and dashed lines, respectively), for the first (B1)-(ADR1) and second
(B2)-(ADR1) splitting algorithms (top left and top right plots, respectively).
The bottom panels show the evolution of the bacteria concentration, oxygen,
and vorticity magnitude on a single point near the domain center.
where ζ is a random variable uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1].
Figure 44,45, 46, 47 show the time evolution of c1 cells and c2 oxygen,
|u| magnitude of the velocity, ω and p pressure the computed solution
using the splitting (B1)-(ADR1). We observe already at time t = 0.16
several instabilities in the cell density of bacteria. At t = 0.32 instabilities,
amplifying the random irregularities of the initial data, are developing
into four falling plumes.
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Figure 43: Example 3B. Snapshots at three instances of cell density (left),
velocity patterns and vorticity magnitude (middle columns), and pressure
distribution (right panels).
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Figure 44: Example 4. Patterns generated by the bioconvection of bacteria
towards oxygen concentration at time t = 0.16.
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Figure 45: Example 4. Patterns generated by the bioconvection of bacteria
towards oxygen concentration at time t = 0.32.
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Figure 46: Example 4. Patterns generated by the bioconvection of bacteria
towards oxygen concentration at time t = 0.72.
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Figure 47: Example 4. Patterns generated by the bioconvection of bacteria
towards oxygen concentration at time t = 1.4.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
This thesis deals with the development of novel numerical methods for
the solution of a large class of problems in the field of generalized thermo-
diffusion in visco-elasticity and in advection-reaction-diffusion systems
in Brinkman flows. The nonlinearities involved in those mathematical
systems, as well as the presence of dynamical behaviours characterized
by very different time scales can lead to numerical problems that are dif-
ficult to treat using fully coupled monolithic approaches. To deal with
these problems efficiently, splitting-operator time integration techniques
are explored in order to decouple the dynamics of the various physical
phenomena. The analysis has played a new incisive role to make simu-
lations and predictions in many applicative problems in which a multi-
physic approach is needed to capture fully coupled effects.
• A novel constituive model in the framework of fractional calculus
has been proposed for modelling the thermo-rheologically com-
plex behavior of visco-elastic polymeric materials. The theory of
Mittag-Leffler special functions has been employed in the accurate
description of the time relaxation behaviour of the material. An
internal material clock has been introduced to model the thermo-
rheological complexity of materials in which the time-temperature
superposition principle does not apply. For the finite element for-
mulation of the thermo-visco-elastic problem has been used the
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Gru¨nwald-Letnikov approximation of the fractional derivative lead-
ing to an additional load vector which represents the memory of
the material in the discretized system of equations resulting from
the finite element formulation.
• A comprehensive finite element computational framework for the
simulation of thermo-diffusive phenomena taking place along poly-
meric layers of photovoltaic laminates has been proposed. While
the thermo-mechanical problem takes place in the 3D space of the
laminate, moisture diffusion occurs in a 2D domain represented
by the polymeric layers. Therefore, a geometrical multi-scale so-
lution strategy has been adopted by solving the partial differen-
tial equations governing the thermo-elasticity problem in the three-
dimensional space, and the partial differential equation for mois-
ture diffusion in the two dimensional domains. By exploiting a
staggered scheme, the thermo-mechanical problem is solved first
via a fully implicit solution scheme in space and time, with a spe-
cific treatment of the polymeric layers as zero-thickness interfaces
whose constitutive response is governed by a novel thermo-visco-
elastic cohesive zone model based on fractional calculus. Then,
temperature T inside the polymeric layer, found at the previous
step, is used to calculate the diffusivity D(T ) of the moisture dif-
fusion process in 2D. The proposed methodology has been suc-
cessfully applied to the simulation of the qualification tests for the
durability of photovoltaic modules required by the International
Electrotechnical Commission (61215), namely the damp heat test
and the humidity freeze test.
• A computational framework based on the finite element method
has been proposed to simulate the chemical reactions and diffusion
processes occurring in the degradation of Poly(ethylene-co-vinyl
acetate) (EVA) used as encapsulant in photovoltaic (PV) modules
due to aging. The derived finite element procedure, specifically
distinguished for the case of environmental degradation or accel-
erated aging, represents a comprehensive tool for the prediction of
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the spatio-temporal evolution of the chemical species in the encap-
sulant, and the assessment of the lost of physico-chemical prop-
erties due to aging. Simulations were carried out to find the so-
lution of the degratation process after 20 years of environmental
exposure. This reference solution has been compared with that ob-
tained from simulations of accelerated aging tests in climatic cham-
bers. In the last case a splitting strategy has been adopted to decou-
ple the heat transfer process in the EVA, which is a fast dynamics
due to the high temperature ranges the module is subjected in cli-
matic chambers, from the slow chemical degradation process tak-
ing place in the material. The method has been revealed very effi-
cient to quantitatively compare the degradation resulting from any
environmental condition to that from accelerated aging tests, pro-
viding a tool to design new testing protocols tailored for specific
climate zones.
• A set of coupling strategies has been introduced for the partitioned
solution of advection-reaction-diffusion equations interacting with
viscous flows in porous media governed by Brinkman equations
in their velocity-vorticity-pressure formulation. The flow equa-
tions follow a discretization with, either a family of RT0 − N1 −
P0 finite elements, or via a split between two elliptic solvers for
vorticity and pressure plus a postprocessing yielding velocity. In
turn, the advection-reaction-diffuson system is solved with a pri-
mal finite element method using piecewise linear approximations
of the species concentration, and a splitting of reaction and diffu-
sion steps is conducted in different ways, according to the coupling
strength exhibited by each particular application. Both accuracy
and robustness of the proposed schemes have been demonstrated
by means of several numerical tests, involving bioconvection of
oxytactic bacteria.
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6.1 Future developments
The splitting techniques used in the present dissertation will be exten-
sively used for applications in bio-mechanics. The accurate modelling
and computational simulations of active soft tissues and excitable de-
formable cells represents a major field of research due to the complexity
of the involved interactions. The coupling between the propagation of
electrical potential and large deformations of the cardiac tissue is ruled
by a system of partial differential equations that is going to be described
briefly.
Let x ∈ Ω denote the current position of a particle that occupied the
position X ∈ Ω0 in the initial undeformed configuration of the cardiac
tissue, and u = x−X will stand for the displacement field. Then,
F = I+∇x = I+∇u, Fij = ∂xi
∂Xj
= δij +
∂ui
∂Xj
where δij denotes the Kronecker delta and F is the deformation gradient
tensor, measuring strain between the deformed and undeformed states.
The symbol ∇ denotes the gradient of a quantity with respect to the ma-
terial coordinates X. Let J = det(F) denote the jacobian of F. It is as-
sumed (NQRB12) that F can be decomposed as F = FeFa. Let al, at be
the fiber sheet longitudinal and transversal directions respectively, and
γl, γt are scalar fields accounting for the electrical activation. The active
strain assumes the form:
Fa = I+ γlal ⊗ al + γtat ⊗ at.
Given the special constitutive form of Fa, under transverse anisotropy,
we can readily write:
Ja = (1 + γl)(1 + γt),
the variables γt depends on:
γt = − γl
1 + γl
.
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The Piola stress tensor P is:
P = µJaFF
−1
a F
−T
a − JpF−T ,
where p is the Lagrange multiplier arising from the imposition of the
incompressibility constraint J = 1 (conservation of mass) and which is
usually interpreted as the hydrostatic pressure field. The conductivity of
the tissue is represented by the tensor D given by:
D = σlal ⊗ al + σtat ⊗ at,
where σl, σt are intracellular and extracellular conductivities along the
directions al and at. Let v be the transmembrane potential, w the calcium
concentration and γl activation variables. The weak formulation of the
coupled electro-mechanical model reads (all integrals in dX) (NQRB12;
CFG12):
µ
∫
Ω0
JaFF
−1
a F
−T
a : ∇v −
∫
Ω0
JpF−T : ∇v = 0∫
Ω0
(J − 1)q = 0∫
Ω0
∂t(Jv)ξ +
∫
Ω0
JF−1DF−T∇v · ∇ξ −
∫
Ω0
JIξ −
∫
Ω0
JIappξ = 0∫
Ω0
∂t(Jw)φ−
∫
Ω0
JHφ = 0
The electrophysiological functions are:
I(v, w) = c1v(v − a)(1− v)− c2vw
H(v, w) = b(v − dw),
where coefficients are a = 0.13, b = 0.013, c1 = 0.26, c2 = 0.1, d = 1.0
and the components of the diffusion matrix D = diag(D1, D2) are D1 =
D2 = 1e − 3 (which corresponds to fibers al = e1,at = e2). The func-
tion Iapp is a given impulse. The link between the electrophysiological
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variables v and w and γl is (CFG12):
fCa(w) =
1
2
+
1
pi
atan
(
βc log
(
w
c0
+ 1e− 5
))
λCa =
fCa(c
∗)− 1
fCa(c∗)− γmax0
γ0 = γ
max
0
λCa
(1 + fCa(w))
and finally γl = γ0−1. where: βc = 6, c0 = 3.2×1e−1, c∗ = 1e−1, γmax0 =
0.8.
A progress with respect to the State-of-the-Art requires a novel frame-
work which incorporates the modelling of biological cell-cell interactions
within a multi-field approach. Cardiomyocytes transfer tractions and
electic signals across their boundaries (CIY01), (MML12). Current prop-
agation of electrical impulse between cells is ruled by clusters of intercel-
lular proteic channels, namely gap junctions that are voltage and time-
dependent and can induce effects on the overall cellular dynamics.
Two myocytes i and j are assumed to occupy domains Ωi and Ωj
in the reference configurations. Ωi and Ωj are separated by an internal
boundary Γ. Consider the normal and tangential displacement gaps at
the interface gni,j = (ui − uj) · en and gti,j = (ui − uj) · et and the cor-
responding gnj,i = −gni,j and gnj,i = −gti,j , where {en, et} is a local frame
associated to Γ. The following mixed boundary conditions at the inter-
face are assumed: {
P.Ni,j +Ti,j = 0
P.Ni,j +Tj,i = 0
on Γ, (6.1.1)
where T = Ti,j = −Tj,i is the cohesive traction. Decomposing the trac-
tion on the local frame {en, et} we have T = Tnen + T tet The normal
component of traction is:
Tni,j =

εgni,j , if g
n
i,j < 0
Tn,max
(
gni,j
gn,max
)
, if 0 < gni,j < 1
0, if gni,j > 1
, (6.1.2)
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and the tangential component of traction is:
T ti,j = −µ tanh
(
gti,j
at
)
|Tni,j |. (6.1.3)
The electric variables solution respectively of the left and right problem
are vi, wi and vj , wj . The following Robin mixed boundary conditions
are assumed (CIY01):
D
∂v
∂ni,j
+Dn(vi − vj) = 0
D
∂v
∂nj,i
+Dn(vj − vi) = 0
on Γ. (6.1.4)
The phenomenological constitutive law for the diffusivity across the bound-
ary Dn is given by:
Dni,j = a1 + a2
(
1
1 + e−a3−a4∆vi,j
− 1
1 + e−a3 + a4∆vi,j
)
(6.1.5)
and a1 = 0.2225, a2 = 0.8, a3 = 5, a4 = 4.25 and ∆vi,j = |vi − vj |.
A Structure-Structure interaction solution strategy is adopted to solve
this problem. From the numerical viewpoint this leads to the definition
of two variational problems, one for each structure, describing the cou-
pled electro-mechanical problem for the singular cell. At the interface be-
tween cells are assumed mixed Robin boundary conditions for electrical
voltage and mechanical transduction. In Fig. 48 is shown the evolution
of the deformed domains and of the electric potential v passing from the
left to the right myocyte.
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Figure 48: Evolution of the deformed domains Ωl and Ωr ad of the trans-
membrane potential v for different times t = 342, t = 486, t = 661.
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Appendix A
The expression of the matrices entering the discretized weak forms (3.3.4)
and (3.3.5) are:
[Muue ]aIbJ =
∫
Re
ρΦbΦadV (A.0.1a)
[Kuue ]aIbK =
∫
Re
CIJKL
∂Φb
∂xL
∂Φa
∂xJ
dV (A.0.1b)
[Kuθe ]abK =
∫
Re
ΦaβδKL
∂Φb
∂xL
dV (A.0.1c)
{Fue }aI =
∫
∂Re
t∗IΦadA (A.0.1d)
[Mθθe ]ab =
∫
Re
ρcΦbΦadV (A.0.1e)
[Kθθe ]ab =
∫
Re
k
∂Φa
∂xL
∂Φb
∂xL
dV (A.0.1f)
[Cθue ]bKa = −
∫
Re
T0βδKL
∂Φb
∂xL
ΦadV (A.0.1g)
{F θe }a =
∫
∂Re
q∗ΦadA (A.0.1h)
for 1 ≤ a, b ≤ N and 1 ≤ I, J,K ≤ 3. The vector {fue } and {fθe } in
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components read:
{fue }bK = −
∫
Se
tJ([[UL]], 〈Θ〉)Ψa∆aJbKdA (A.0.2a)
{fθe }b =
∫
Se
q([[UL]], 〈Θ〉)Ψa∆abdA (A.0.2b)
for 1 ≤ b ≤ 2S and 1 ≤ K ≤ 3 where it is remarkable to note that
[Cθue ] = −T0[Kuθe ]T . The expression of the matrices in (3.3.6) are:
[Ke] = [P ]
T
[
[Kuue ] [K
uθ
e ]
0 [Kθθe ]
]
[P ] (A.0.3a)
[Ce] = [P ]
T
[
0 0
[Cθue ] [C
θθ
e ]
]
[P ] (A.0.3b)
[Me] = [P ]
T
[
[Muue ] 0
0 0
]
[P ] (A.0.3c)
{Fe} = [P ]T
({Fue }
{F θe }
)
(A.0.3d)
{fe} = [P ]T
({fue }
{fθe }
)
(A.0.3e)
The matrices entering the discretized weak form related to moisture dif-
fusion have the following expression:
[Be]ab =
∫
Se
D
∂Ψa
∂xI
∂Ψb
∂xI
dA (A.0.4a)
[Ae]ab =
∫
Se
ΨaΨbdA (A.0.4b)
The components of the tangent operator in Eq.(3.4.9) are:[
∂{fue }aI
∂{Ue}bK
]n+1
(k)
=
[
− ∂
UbK
∫
Se
tJΨa∆aJbKdA
]n+1
(k)
=
−
∫
Se
Ψc∆cLbK
[
∂tJ
∂[[UL]]
]n+1
(k)
Ψa∆aJbKdA
(A.0.5)
[
∂{fue }aI
∂{Θe}b
]n+1
(k)
=
[
− ∂
Θb
∫
Se
tJΨa∆aJbKdA
]n+1
(k)
=
−
∫
Se
ΨkMkb
[
∂tJ
∂ 〈Θ〉
]n+1
(k)
Ψa∆aJbKdA
(A.0.6)
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[
∂{fθe }a
∂{Θe}b
]n+1
(k)
=
[
∂
Θb
∫
Se
qΨd∆dadA
]n+1
(k)
=
∫
Se
ΨkMkb
[
∂q
∂ 〈Θ〉
]n+1
(k)
Ψd∆dadA
(A.0.7)
and [
∂{fθe }a
∂{Ue}bI
]n+1
(k)
=
[
∂
UbI
∫
Se
qΨd∆dadA
]n+1
(k)
=
∫
Se
Ψi∆iLbI
[
∂q
∂[[UL]]
]n+1
(k)
Ψd∆dadA
(A.0.8)
where:[
∂tJ
∂[[UL]]
]
=
K1(t, 〈Θ〉)χ1 0 00 K2(t, 〈Θ〉)χ2 0
0 0 K3(t, 〈Θ〉)χ3
 (A.0.9a)
[
∂tI
∂ 〈Θ〉
]
=
∂
∂ 〈Θ〉 (KI(t, 〈Θ〉))χI (A.0.9b)[
∂q
∂ 〈Θ〉
]
= −k0
(
1− [[U3]]
δc3
)
χ3 (A.0.9c)
[
∂q
∂[[UL]]
]
=

0
0
−k0
(
1− 1
δc3
)
〈Θ〉 χ3
 (A.0.9d)
χI (1 ≤ I ≤ 3) being the characteristic function such that χI = χ{[[UI ]]∈JI}.
[M ]ab for (1 ≤ a ≤ S(e), 1 ≤ b ≤ 2S(e)) is the mean operator comput-
ing the average temperature across the EVA layer, i.e.:
[Me]abΘb = 〈Θb〉 . (A.0.10)
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